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ADDENDUM 
 
 
To: Commissioners and Interested Parties 
 
From: John Ainsworth, Deputy Director 
 Charles Posner, Staff Analyst 
 
Re: Application Nos. 5-08-313 & A-5-VEN-08-343 (City of Los Angeles, Venice OPDs) 
 
I. Special Condition Seven – Liability for Costs & Attorney’s Fees 
 

Staff is recommending the deletion of Special Condition Seven on Page Six of the staff report.  
The City objects to this special condition and this special condition was not included as one of the 
agreed upon special conditions outlined in the Settlement Agreement with the City. 

 
II. Responses to Issues Raised in Correspondence 
 

In several letters, including the letter dated June 5, 2013 from the Venice Action Alliance (VAA), 
interested parties have requested the Commission not to consider the proposed overnight parking 
districts until after the Commission has resolved the status of the unpermitted beach curfew that 
the City of Los Angeles has enacted for the Venice beach area. 
 
The Venice Beach curfew is a distinct issue from the proposed overnight parking districts.  
Whether the City’s proposal would provide adequate parking for early morning beach visitors 
does not turn on the status of the beach curfew. 
 
However, over the past several months Commission staff and City staff have made progress 
towards reaching a resolution on this matter.  The conceptual idea is a more limited and focused 
beach curfew ordinance that would provide for beach access over a portion of Venice Beach and 
reduce the curfew to the area of the beach where crime and health and safety issues related to a 
large homeless population are the greatest.  The modified beach curfew ordinance would have to 
be approved by the City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Commission and the City Council 
prior to the submittal of a coastal development permit application to the Coastal Commission for 
authorization.  Commission staff and City staff are currently working on the details and specific 
terms of the beach curfew ordinance. 
 
VAA also asserts that the Commission must independently evaluate the need for overnight 
parking districts before it may approve them.  The Commission’s role, however, is to evaluate 
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whether the proposal would comply with Coastal Act requirements, in particular whether it would 
have adverse effects on public access to the shoreline inconsistent with the Act’s requirements.  
As explained in the proposed findings, the City’s proposal protects an ample supply of parking 
close to the beach during the early morning hours of 2 a.m. to 5 a.m.  This includes 351 on-street 
parking spaces near the shoreline (including 285 metered spaces) where permits will not be 
required for parking.  Additionally, the City proposes to modify the operation (i.e., fees, hours of 
operation, and parking time limits) of six public parking lots to ensure that additional off-street 
parking will be available for early morning beachgoers and others who do not have the necessary 
parking permits. 
 
Because this early morning parking supply is sufficient to avoid any adverse impact on access to 
the shoreline and is therefore consistent with the public access policies of the Coastal Act, 
whether the establishment of overnight parking districts in the Venice neighborhood is good 
public policy is a decision for the City to make, not the Commission. 
 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) does not require additional review because the 
adequacy of parking supply is not an effect on the physical environment within the meaning of 
CEQA.  (See San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City and County of San 
Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656, 697.)  Parking supply may indirectly affect the 
environment through its effects on traffic congestion or air pollution, but VAA does not provide 
evidence indicating that the early morning parking restrictions at issue here might indirectly cause 
a significant effect on traffic congestion or air quality. 
 
VAA also contends that Policy II.A.6 of the City’s Land Use Plan (LUP) requires 1:1 replacement 
of any public parking spaces affected by the overnight parking districts.  As an initial matter, 
although the Commission may use the LUP for guidance, it does not establish the legal standard 
of review for the project.  The Commission’s primary inquiry is whether the proposal complies 
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
In the Commission’s prior 2009 and 2010 denials of the proposed overnight parking districts, it 
found that the City’s previously proposals did not include adequate mitigation measures to protect 
public access to the shoreline.  The City has now implemented oversize vehicle parking 
restrictions and has proposed additional mitigation measures described in the proposed findings.  
In light of these new circumstances, the Commission can find the current proposal consistent with 
the Coastal Act’s access requirements.  In addition, Policy II.A.6 was primarily intended to 
address traditional daytime residential parking permit programs.  Such daytime programs raise 
significantly greater concerns regarding adverse impacts on coastal access. 
 
A daytime preferential parking permit program is not part of the proposed project, and is therefore 
not a matter being reviewed for consistency with the Coastal Act.  Before any proposed 
preferential parking permit program (other than the currently proposed overnight parking districts) 
can be considered by the Commission, the City would be required to process a local coastal 
development permit for the development.  In this case, the City did approve five local coastal 
development permits for five proposed overnight parking districts, and all five of those local 
coastal development permits have been appealed to the Commission.1  This hearing is the de novo 

                                            
1  City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit Nos. 08-07 (OPD 520), 08-08 (OPD 521), 08-09 (OPD 522), 

08-10 (OPD 523), and 08-11 (OPD 526).  Coastal Commission Appeal Nos. A-5-VEN-08-340, A-5-VEN-08-341, A-5-
VEN-08-342, A-5-VEN-08-343 & A-5-VEN-08-344. 
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hearing for those appeals (and Dual Permit Application 5-08-313), which are now combined 
together as Appeal No. A-5-VEN-08-343. 
 
Requiring provision of one new public parking space for every existing public parking space that 
becomes subject to early morning restrictions in the absence of any evidence of adverse impacts 
on parking for public access would not help accomplish the purpose of LUP Policy II.A.6.  
Approval of the proposed overnight parking districts therefore would not prejudice the City’s 
ability to prepare an LCP in conformity with Coastal Act requirements. 
 
Another concern is that the proposed overnight parking permit program could have unanticipated 
adverse impacts to public access, or that the proposed mitigation measures will not adequately 
mitigate the anticipated impacts to public access.  This concern is addressed by Special Condition 
Four.  Special Condition Four limits the term of the Commission’s approval to five years.  After 
the initial five years of the program, the Commission (and the City) will review the approved 
permit parking program to determine whether there have been any changed circumstances or 
unforeseen adverse impacts to coastal resources.  The program can be terminated or modified at 
that time. 
 

III. Clarifications 
 

Page 14 of the staff report refers to a June 2008 VSA parking study which showed that there were 
119 vacant metered parking spaces near the beach in the morning.  The VSA parking study was a 
parking space count conducted on June 21, 2008 by Mark Ryavec.  Similar parking space counts 
were conducted on July 13, 2008 (Sunday) and July 26, 2008 (Saturday) by a City Consultant 
(EnviCraft, LLC).  The three days of parking space counts in 2008 were conducted in the early 
morning hours between 4 a.m. and 7 a.m.  Each days’ count demonstrated that most of the 
metered on-street parking spaces were vacant and available in the early morning hours. 
 
In regards to City Parking Lot Nos. 616, 617, 759 and 760: these public parking lots are currently 
posted with signs “No Parking 2 a.m. to 6 a.m.” and “No Parking 2 a.m. to 7 a.m.”  The City’s 
proposal would change the hours of Parking Lot Nos. 759 and 760 (115 spaces) to be open and 
available for public parking 24 hours a day.  Parking Lot Nos. 616 and 617 (51 spaces) would 
open at 4 a.m. for early morning beach goers. (See Page Nine of the staff report). 
 

IV. Correspondence 
 

The attached correspondence is added to the staff report as an exhibit. 
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Via Facsimile, E-mail, and U.S. Mail 

Attn: Charles Posner 
Cali1omla Coastal Commission 
South District Office 
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000 
Long Beach, CA 90803-4316 
Facsimile: (562) 590-5084 
E-mail: cposner@coastal.ca.gov 

Re: 

LOS ANGEL.ES REGIONAL OFFICE 
350 South Bixel Street, Suite 290 

los Angeles, CA 90017 
Tel: (213) 213-8000 

TTY: (800) 719-5798 
Toll Free: (800) 776-5746 

Fax: (213) 213-8001 
www.disabilityrightsca.org 

RICEIVE~ 
Souih Cog&t R&giM 

JU~ ) 0 lOll 

tAUfORNIA ~·,....1'<1 
tGA&'iA"- GeMMIF.-

Dear California Coastal Commissioners and Staff: 

We urge you to reject the City of Los Angeles, Department of 
Transportation's application to establish Overnight Parking District ("OPD"} 
Nos. 523 and 526 with early morning parking restrictions. Disability Rights 
California is a private, non-profit disability rights organization mandated by 
the federal government to advance and protect the human and legal rights 
of Californians with disabilities. 42 U.S.C. §15001, et seq., 42 U.S. C. 
§10801, etseq., 29 U.S.C. § 794(e), 29 U.S.C. § 3011,29 U.S.C. § 3012; 
see also California Welfare and Institutions Code §4900-4905). Disability 
Rights California represents people with all types of disabilities, including 
physical, mental, and developmental disabilities. 

The City seeks to establish two overnight parking districts: OPD No. 523, 
which covers the Venice area seaward of Lincoln Blvd., would prohibit 
parking from 2 a.m. to 5 a.m., absent a district permit. OPD No. 526, which 
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covers the Marina del Rey area inland of Lincoln Blvd., would prohibit 
parking from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m., absent a district permit. We have expressed 
opposition to similar overnight parking districts in the coastal areas in 2009. 
We continue to be concerned today that establishment of overnight parking 
districts in the coastal areas will cause disability discrimination prohibited 
under Tit!e II of the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. As public entities and recipients of federal 
financial assistance, the Coastal Commission and the City must refrain 
from disability discrimination under these laws. 42 U.S.C. §12132; 29 
U.S. C. § 794(a}. 

Establishing these restrictive parking districts will have a negative, 
disproportionate impact on numerous people with disabilities, particularly 
those with mental or physical disabilities experiencing homelessness. 
Many people with mental and physical disabilities in the City of Los Angeles 
who are homeless live in their vehicles out of necessity. Emergency 
shelters and transitional housing in the City of Los Angeles are very limited 
and frequently inaccessible. Affordable, accessible permanent housing is 
scarce. The City's own 2008-2013 Consolidated Plan acknowledges the 
acute need for affordable, accessible housing in Los Angeles in its 
submissions to the Department of Housing and Urban Development and in 
its adopted local plans. The City found that "[f]inding affordable, accessible 
units is a challenge" in Los Angeles, and that "there are hundreds of 
thousands of individuals, and families, in Los Angeles, who require 
accessible, affordable housing and do not have it." City of Los Angeles 
2008-2013 Consolidated Plan at 94, 180. 

The City makes similar representations in its primary land use documents. 
Adopted pursuant to California Gov't Code §§ 65300, the Housing Element 
of its General Plan is the City's "blueprint" for meeting the housing 
requirements of its residents and "identifies the City's housing conditions 
and needs." City of Los Angeles Housing Element2006-2014 at 1. In its 
Housing Element, the City recognizes that people "with physical disabilities 
need affordable, conveniently-located housing which has been specially 
adapted for wheelchair accessibility, along with other physical needs." City 
of Los Angeles Housing Element 2006-2014 at 1·16. The City 
acknowledges that older, more affordable housing units in the City "are not 
accessible to those with disabilities," and reports that ''[o]ver one-half of all 
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disabled adults in the City have 'going-outside-home' or other employment 
limitations which affect the ability to work and earn an income." /d. As a 
result, people with disabilities "face unique problems in obtaining affordable 
and adequate housing" in Los Angeles. /d. Establishing these overnight 
parking districts will effectively penalize many people with disabilities who 
have no real option for shelter but their vehicles. 

In addition, people with disabilities living in their vehicles out of necessity 
cannot obtain City parking permits because permits are only available to 
housed area residents and their guests. Even if permits were available to 
them, they would have extreme difficulty obtaining them. Because of their 
disabilities and related low, fixed incomes-if they have any income at all-
the distance and cost of traveling to one of the permit offices outside of 
Venice, as well as the actual cost of the permits, would be burdensome. 

The City's application also contains no reasonable accommodations 
provision directing enforcing agencies to make accommodations for people 
with disabilities. While a reasonable accommodation provision will not 
resolve the detrimental effect on people with disabilities described above, 
the City cannot even begin to meet its an obligations under disability rights 
laws without such a provision. The City must explicitly direct enforcing 
agencies to make reasonable accommodations to prevent unlawful 
discrimination. 

For the foregoing reasons, Disability Rights California urges the Coastal 
Commission to reject the City's application to establish Overnight Parking 
District Nos. 523 and 526. Access to coastal areas should be equally 
available to all, including people with disabilities. The City's application, if 
approved, would substantially undermine disability access. 

Thank you for your consideration of our opposition and concerns. 
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June 7, 2013 

California Coastal Commission 
South Coast District Office 
200 Oceangate, IO'h Floor 
Long lleach, CA 90802 

E-mail to: chuck.posnerluJcoastal.~a. gov 

RECEIVED 
South Codst Region 

JUN I 0 2013 

CALIFSRNIA 
COASTAL C MMI~j~ION 

Re: Venice Overnight Parking Districts Nos. 523 and 526, Coastal Development Permits 5-08-
313 and A-5-VEN-08-343 

Dear Commissioners: 

With this letter, Public Counsel submits to the California Coastal Commission its opposition to 
the creation ofOverrtight Parking Districts (OPDs) in Venice. Public Counsel is a not-for-profit 
law firm dedicated to advancing equal justice under the law by delivering free legal services to 
indigent and under-represented children and adults throughout Los Angeles County, ensuring 
that other community-based organizations serving this population have legal support, and 
mobilizing the pro bono resources of the community's attomeys and law students. The proposed 
OPDs illegally limit access to the beach, particularly for homeless and indigent individuals; fail 
to mitigate against oYercrowding and over use; are not justified by any legal or policy rea~on; 
contain inadequate mitigation measures; and arc inconsistent with the Venice Local Coastal Land 
Use Plan. We strongly urge the Commissioners to reject the application, as it did in 2009 and 
2010. 

I. The Proposed OPDs Violate the Coastal Act by Depriving the Publi~ of A~ec~s to the 
Beach 

The public's right of access to fue beach is well-established in California. California 
Constitution, Anicle X, Section 4 directs the Legislature to ensure "that access to the navigable 
waters" is ''always attainable" to the pu.blic. The California Coastal Act provides that in car;:ring 
out this constitutional provision, "maximum access , , . shall be provided for all the poople." To 
that end, the Coastal Act further provides that "[development] shall not interfere with the 
public's right of access w the sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization, 
including but not limited to, the use of dry sund rocky coastal beaches to the first line of 
terrestrial vegetation. ,z 

1 C•lifornia Coastal Act, Section 30210. 
' Cal1fomia Coastal Act, Section 30211. 

Ol~ SOUTH ARDMORE !\ VE:-JUE tOS ANGELES. CA 9~005 T&L 113 JS52.rl7 FAX. 2lll85 9<J89 \!.'WW PUE[,IU:Ot:NSEL ORG 
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The proposed OPDs interfere with the general public's ability to access the beach and other 
coastal recreation areas in violation of State law. The parking districts eliminate nearly all street 
parking between the hours of2 A.M. and 5 A.M. or 6 A.M. in Venice, preventing nonresidents 
from driving to the beach and parking during those hours. As the Coastal Commission found in 
20 l 0, the proposed OPDs "would adversely affect the public's ability to utilize public street 
parking that supports access to the beach and other coastal recreation areas .... The proposed 
overnight parking districts are exclusionary because non-residents would be excluded from 
utilizing on-street public parking for coastal access." As the Commission further found in 2010, 
the effects of the propo~ed restrictions would not be limited to the hours in which the parking 
restrictions are in effect, as the OPDs "would continue to restrict coastal access by giving 
residents preferential access to the public street parking by allowing only residential permit
holders to occupy the on-street parking spaces before they become available to the general public 
after 6 a.m. and continue to occupy the spaces throughout the day.'" 3 Similarly, the proposed 
OPDs would reduce public access before 2 A.M. by discouraging parking by members of the 
public who do not '~ish to move their cars after resident-only restrictions go into effect. 

The parking restrictions WJduly interfere with access to the beach for homeless and indigent 
individuals. The homeless crisis in Los Angeles is severe, with over 51,000 homeless people on 
any given night. In 2011, the homeless population in LA City Council District II, which 
includes Venice, was 1,258, a 7% increase over 2009. 4 While lacking a permanent address, these 
individual>, many of whom have lived in Venice for decades, are an integral part of the Venice 
commooity. A homeless resident without a permanent Venice address at which to register his or 
her vehicle would be disallowed from parking in the OPD areas, and instead would be forced to 
pay to park in one of the few off-street parking lots which are opened overnight. Moreover, at 
least four of the six lots opened during the early morning hours will have four hour limits and/or 
will be closed for a two hour period in the middle of the night.5 Parking fees, as well as the 
additional expense of gas incurred while moving one's vehicle from the slreets to the lots or 
between Jots, represent a disproportionate burden on people who are homeless and have limited 
incomes. Similarly, late night and early morning \:>each goers will also be required to pay for off
street parking, deterring indigent beach goers for whom the beach may be one of the few 
recreational areas the} can enjoy free of cost. 

II. The Propmcd OPDs Violate the Coastal Act By Failing to Mitigate Against 
Overcrowding or Overuse 

The California Coastal Act Section 30212.5 provides that "[w]herever appropriate and feasible, 
public facilities, including parking facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to 
mitigate against the impacts, social and othenvise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of 
any single area." There is no evidence on the record that the City has evaluated and mitigated 
against the threat of overcrowding and overuse. The OPDs eliminate potentially thousands of 
street parking spaces in the coastal zone between the hours of2 A.M. and 5 or 6 A.M., displacing 

' California Coastal Cornmi>swn. Staff Report: Revised Findings, A-5-VEN-OS-344. 8115110, 9 ("2010 R.-·ised 
Findings"') 
' 20 11 Greater Los Angeles Homeless Count. Dctaited Geography Roporh. Lo> Angeles Homeless Se'"'ices 
Authority. 
' Calili:>mia Coastal Commi"'""• Staff Report, A-5-VEN-08-343. :ll31/13, 15-16 ("20 13 Staff Report"). 
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late night and early morning beachgoers, homeless residents, and overnight visitors to Venice. 
The lack of available parking will likely result in a deluge ofvehicles in the outlying areas ~md 
on publk stre~ts during the restricted hours, as the affected persons search for alternative 
solutions. 

III. The City of Lo~ Angeles Has Not Offered Any Valid Justification for the Restriction 
of Beach Actcss 

The Coastal Act provides that the right of access must be "consistent with public safety needs 
and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas 
from overuse."6 The City has not put forth any reason for the OPDs related at all to public safety, 
public rights, private property rights, or the overuse of natural resources. 

In its initial application for OPDs in 2008, the reasons prvffcred by the City included pmb!ems 
~lemming from the overnight parking of vehicles, which, as the Conunission pointed out in 2010, 
related to the lack of adequate housing and service~ for homeless individuals in Venice. At that 
time, the Commission directed the City to pursue other strategies to mitigate these problems, 
such as development permits for oversize vehicles and increasing programs targeted at providing 
housing and services for homeless individuals, after which the Conunission could then "evaluate 
the appropriateness of restrictions that target public parking" should the "problems persist. "7 As 
the Commission staff recognizes in the staff report for the current proposal, the City 
implemented an oversized vehicle ordinance in 2010, which has resulted in the opening of 
approximately 320 parking spaces within the OPD boundaries. Since 2010, Council District 11 
has improved social services by assisting residents living in lheir vehicles, which, according to 
the current staff report ''has played a significant role in overcoming problems associated with 
individuals sleeping in ~ars during nighttime hours. "8 If, as the staff report recognizes, the 
parking problems stemming from oversized vehicles and people living in their cars have been 
significantly abated, how could the City and Commission possibly justifY the use of OPDs now? 
The staff report provides no basis for such a decision. In fact, the staff report provides the basis 
for the Conunission to ~efuse the OPUs, as it did in 2009 and 2010. 

While the staff report references various complaints put forth by the Venice Stakeholders 
Association (the plaintiff in the lawsuit against the Commission over its derual of OP Ds) about 
Santa Monica residents avoiding parking restrictions, airport travelers, car rental companies, 
boardwalk vendors, restaurant employees, and hotel customer~,9 the City ha~; offered no 
evidence, such as through a parking study, to ~upport their claims that these individuals arc 
contributing to scarce parking in Venice. Moreover, none of these supposed justifications relate 
to public safety, public rights, property rights, or the protection of natural rewurccs, and 
therefore do not justify the dramatic restriction of coastal access resulting from the OPDs. 

6 California Coastal Aot. Se<tion 30210. 
'2010 Rcvi>ed findings. tl. 
' 20 13 Staff Report. 7-8. 
'!d. at 7. 
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IV, The Mitigation Proposed is Inadequate 

The City's proposal offers so-called mitigation measures to lessen the impact on public parking 
supply: 351 on-street parking spaces exempt from OPDs, the opening up of select city parking 
lots, and bicycle safety improvements and sharing programs. All three are inadequate. 

With regards to the 351 on-street parking spaces, this could hardly be characterized as a 
mitigation measure, as it docs not add any additional parking spaces for the public to use, but 
simply exempts spaces which othen~ise would have been subject to the OPDs. the current staff 
report I<' lies on a 2008 parking availability study which shows that a high percentage of metered 
spaces within two blocks of the beach were vacant at 4:30 A.M. 10 However, as the 2010 staff 
report pointed out with respect to the availability of metered parking spaces in the early morning, 
there is no way to know how many spaces will be available once the OPD pwgram is in effect
these spaces may be taken up by residents and non-residents without a parking penn it. 11 

The parking !ot modifications are also inadequate. Of the 357 spaces, 1 !5 (Lots 759 and 760) are 
already opened to the public 24 hours a day, for free. 12 In fact, the City plans to install parking 
meters in these lots in the near future, thereby further restricting the usc of these lots for 
overnight visitors to the Venice area, requiring them to pay to park and possibly move their 
vehicles in the middle of the night. Lots 761, 731, 6!6, and 617 offer 242 new metered parking 
spaces; these lots wil! open and close at various times in the night. L<lts 616 and 617 will close 
between 2 A.M. and 4 A.M. and Lot 731 will close between 11 P.M. and 1 A.M. All four lots 
will have four-hour time limits.'J The mitigation proposals create a complicated patchwork of 
parking restrictions, forcing overnight visitors, early morning bcachgoers, and homeless 
residents to pay parking fees and move their cars in the middle of the night so that they can 
access the beach. 

Last, while the bicycle share program, new bike lanes, and shared-lane markings are certainly 
laudable, they will provide no access to the beach for people who live far from the coast. 

V. The Propo•ed OPD Restrictions Are Inconsistent with the Certified Venice Land 
Use Plan (LUP) 

The proposed OPDs are inconsistent with U!c Venice LUP. Wl1en addressing pm-king in the 
coastal zone generally, LUP Policy ll.A.l. calls for the City to provide increased parking 
opportunities for both visitors and residents of Venice. In Policy ll.A.9.c., the LUP applies this 
general philosophy to street parking, again stressing that the City must "maximize and protect" 
the availability of publk street parking. The proposed OPDs restrict availability of street parking 
to the general public and decrease parking opportunities in Venice. 

In addition, the proposed OPD restrictions violate Policy ll.A.6., which makes establishment of 
preferential parking districts contingent upon replacing displaced public parking spaces with new 

"1d. at 14. 
" 201 0 Revisod F1odin)\S, I 0. 
" 2013 Staff Report, I G 
"td. at 15-16. 
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public parking at a minimum one-to-one ratio. Although the City relies upon 351 on-street 
parking spaces and 357 spaces in off-street parking lots where non-residents can park overnight, 
as discussed above, the 351 on-street spaces already exist for public use and cannot be counted 
as "new public parking" under Policy ILA.6. Furthermore, Lots No. 759 and 760 are already 
open to the public overnight and also cannot be considered "new public parking." Only four 
parking lots (totaling 242 parking spaces) will have any modifications made to their policies. The 
majority of these parking lots require payment for use, and the modifications generally entail 
only slightly expanded hours of operation in conjunction with folll'-hour time limits. As noted by 
the Coastal Commission in 2010, metered, paid lots cannot be considered equivalent spaces to 
the free, unrestricted, pnblic street parking displaced by OPDs." Further, under Policy ll.A.6., 
shontd preferential parking restrictions be established, the general public must have the right to 
buy a day-permit allowing parking on all streets within the zone. While the proposed OPDs 
allow guests of residents to obtain overnight passes, no such right is extended to the general 
public. 

In 2010, the Coastal Commission stressed that since the City had not provided findings regarding 
the adequacy of mitigation measures to replace displaced parking at a one-to-one ratio, the 
Commission could not find that the proposed OPDs satisfied the Venice LUP." The current staff 
report concludes, withont any l!Ilalysis, that the OPDs conform to the Venice LUP,16 despite the 
fact that the scant 242 "new spaces" are nowhere near the required minimum one-to-one ratio in 
the Venice LUP. The staff report is wrong. Given this clear violation of the certified Venice 
LUP, granting the current application for OPDs would prejudice the local government's ability to 
create a Local Coastal Plan that satisfies Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 17 

The Commission has twice before denied the City's application to illegally restrict access to the 
beach through OPDs. For the reasons stated above, we urge the Commission to continue to 
protect the right of the public, including homeless residents of V cnice, to access California's 
coast and rej~-ct the OPD proposal. 

Very truly yours, 

Annie Lainer Murquit 
Staff Attorney, Public Counsel 

14 2010 Revised findings, It_ 
"!d. at 14. 
" 2013 Stafl Roport, I 9. 
"See California Coastal Act Section 30604(a} 
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CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 

RESPONSE TO JUNE 6 LEITER FROM 
D. CARSTENS 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Members of the California Coastal Commission 
1\ttn: Jack Ait1sworth 
200 Occangate, lOth Floor 
Long T-leach, CA 90802-4416 

Rc: Application ofS-08-313/A-5-VEN-08-343 City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation Oycmight Parking District (Hearing Date: June 13. 20131 

llonorable Commissioners: 

I represent the Venice Stakeholders Association (VSA), which supoorts Overnight 
Parking Districts (OPDs) in Venice. This letter will respond to the letter dated June 6, 2013, 
from Douglas P. Carstens, Esq., ofChatten-Brown & Carstens, on behalf of the Venice 
Community Housing Corporation, which opposes OPDs. This letter supplements our letters of 
May 28,2013, and June 6, 2013. 

il 

Initially, it should be noted that Mr. Carstens does not explain how this hypothetical 
outcome would be harmful to coastal access, given that the City has provided 357 new parking 
spaces in public parking lots, mast of which will be cleared at night to make way for early· 
morning visitors, at1d has exempted from OPD restrictions another 351 (mostly metered) on· 
street spaces within 3 blocks of the beach, which a City parking study showed are mainly vacant 
in the early-morning hours- all to ensure access by what Commission staff has described as ·'a 
few dozen'" people who come to recreate at the beach before 5 a.m. 
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Moreover, Mr. Carstens' hypothetical outcome will not occur regardless, because a 2/3 
vote of affected residents is required by an adopted citywide policy, as well as by the City's 
application for a Coastal Development Permit and the permit granted pursuant thereto. 

A. 

remedies. 

. ; 

of what the Coastal Commission may 

I 

I 

a condition of its 
li I 

1 related crime 
with vehicles" not been resolved by less restrictive 

The City pa~sed an ordinance authorizing the creation of overnight parking districts 
citywide in July 2005, and the ordinance took effect in September 2005. (See L.A.M.C. section 
80.54; Council File 05-0242, Ordinance No. 176,86\.) The ordinance allowed individual OPDs 
to be created by resolution, and authorized the City's Department of Transportation (LADOT) to 
promulgate rules to implement and enforce the program. (See L.i\.M.C. section 80.54(g).) 

In December 2006, after a little more than a year of experience with the program, the City 
Council introduced a motion directing LADOT to de~elop general rules and procedures for the 
implementation of OPDs citywide. (Council File 05-0242.) tn response to the motion, LADOT 
prepared a document entitled Overnight Parking Program Rules & Procedures. On April 10, 
2007, the Council adopted the LAJJOT document with a certain minor changes and exclusions. 
The adopted motion and the referenced Rules & Procedures are attached hereto as Exhibit ·'A". 

Paragraph I oflhe City Council-adopted Rules & Procedures states that OPD signage 
''will onl} be installed where there is both demonstrated support for the signs and a documented 
problem." The requir~ments of''demonstratcd support" and "a documented problem" are two 
separate showings that can only be satisfied in specific ways, as follows: 

L Demonstrated Support- The Council memher makes a written request to DOT for 
sign in~tallation and certilics that one of the following has occurred: 

l. Residents and business O\vners of blocks to be posted have submitted petitions 
requesting the installation of the signs and the Council Office has verified that 
the petitions were signed by an authorized representati vc of at least two-thirds 
of the total number of dwelling units plus business addresses on each street 
~egment desiring the signs, 

OR 
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2. The local Neighborhood Council, ifthere is one, has taken an official position 
in support of the installation of the signs on a particular str~et segment at a 
publicly noticed meeting. 

ii. Documented Problem - I~APD's Area Captain or the Supervising City Attorney of 
the area's Neighborhood Prosccutor1 submits a 'Written statement to DOT 
identifying a public nuisance-related crime problem associated with parked 
vehicles (e.g., people living in vehicles, lewd acts in vehicles, etc.) on the street 
segment and certifying that an adequate trial of less restrictive remedies has been 
unable to eliminate the problem. 

The City Council's adoption of the LA DOT Rules & Procedures (a; amended) was 
reaffim1ed several m<:mths later, on July 18, 2007, when another motion was made acknowledging 
that ·'On April 10, 2007, the City Council approved new rules and procedures governing DOT's 
administration ofOPDs," and providing that applications for OPDs that were submitted to LA DOT 
prior to Council approval of the new policies should not be subject to the more stringent 
requirements. (See Council File 07-2314.) The motion was not adopted and later died in the 
Counci I' s Transportation cotnm ittee. 

Pursuant to the Rules & Procedures, the ·'demonstrated support" requirement can only be 
satisfied by either a petition signed by the authorimd representatives of 2IJ of the dwelling units and 
businesses on any given block, or by the local "Neighborhood Council" taking an official position in 
support of sign age at a publicly noticed meeting, Y ct because of a February 2009 initiative election, 
it is legally impossible for the second of these options (support of signage by the Neighborhood 
Council) to occur in the ahsence of a petition signed by 213 of residents. 

The phrase "Neighborhood Council'' ha• n particular meaning in the City of Los Angeles, as 
the City· s Charter specifically provides for the fonnation of such councils and their certification. 
(City of Los Angeles Charter, Article IX.) The certified neighborhood council for the whole of 
Venice is the Venice Neighborhood Council (V>IC). In 2009, the VNC conducted an election 
pursuant to its own bylaws, at which two competing initiatives concerning OPDs were considered. 
The initiative favoring OPDs passed by 8.9 J vo!fS. 10 608. Thai initiative stated as follows: 

INITIATIVE "B" Affirm Veni~e Stakeholders Right To Form 
Ovemight Parking Districts (OPDsl 

Venice Stakeholders re-affirm that Venice residents have the same 
democratic right as other LA. residents to establish, by 2/3rds 
petition signatures, OPDs for their blocks to preserve parking for 
residents and for night-time security, and call upon the VNC to 
communicate affirmation of this right to pertinent governmental 
bod its. 

1 The City Council motion amended the Rules & Procedures as drafted by LA DOT in a single respect: Se<tion l.a.ii 
"'""amended to dcktc " ... the Deputy City Attorney supervising the area's '-leighborhood Prosecuror ... " and replace 
with "' ... the Supervising Clty Attorney nf the area's Neighborhood Prosecutor ... " (Sec April 10, 2007 motion at ~ 5.) 
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A copy of the VNC transmittal letter elated Fcbruaoy 27, 2{)()9, reporting the results ofth.e 
initiative dection, is auachcd hereto as Exhibit "B". 

By the February 2009 initiative, V en icc residents effectively overrode any prior or future 
decision by the VNC which might be inconsistent with the initiative. Thus, as a matter of policy the 
VNC is now on record as supporting OPDs on any given block if and Qnly if. 2/3 of residents vote 
for them. Conversely, unless there is a new initiative in the future that rescinds Initiative B, the VNC 
cannot take an official position in support ofOPOs on a particular block in the absence of two-thirds 
resident support. 

B. The City's C2astal Development Permit application specifically provides that 
OPD sign age will not be installed on any block until at least 213 of the 
residents on the block have signed a petition requesting the signs. 

The application now pending befure the Commission is a r~l'ised application thai reflects the 
additional parking mitigation measures recently agreed to by the City, and certain other changes 
requested by Commission ;tafT such as the combining of three of the four original districts into a 
single district. Otherwise, the application is identical to the application for a Coastal Development 
Penn it that LA DOT made to the City's Bureau of Engineering, which application was granted by the 
Bureau of Engineering in August 2008 and then subsequently appealed to the Coastal Commission 
by OPD opponents. 

Accordingly, 
City is houttd by the 
De>elopment Penn it i 

' 1 as 1 

Bureau 

ocoU>O• condition imposed by the Commission, the 
original application and the Coastal 

, subject to any. revisions 

II 

The City's Bureau of Engineering issued Coastal Development Penn its for the original four 
OPDs (520, 521, 523, and 526) on August26, 2008_ All of these pennits are contained in the 
Commission file. (Sec January 15, 2009 Commission Staff Report, Item W22a"3, Exhibits 4-7.) The 
City- issued Coastal Development Penn it for OPD 523 is attached hereto as Exhibit "C". It states: 

"The parking restriction signs would not be installed on any block until the following 
actions occur: 

I. At least 213 of the residents on the block have signed a petition requesting the 
signs, and 

2. rhe Venice Neighborhood Council adopts a motion supporting the 
installation of the signs on the block at a publicly noticed meeting, and 

3. The appropriate Council District Councilmembcr sends a letter to LADOT 
requesting the installation of the signs on the block. 
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The Final Staff Report by the City's Bureau of Engineering, whi~h supported its issuance of 
the four City-issued Coastal Development Penn its, recites the same three-part requirement. (See 
Coastal Development Penn it Application No. 08-09 Final Staff Report, dated August 23, 2008, in 
Commission file.) 

While the above language closely tracks the LADOT Rules & Procedures adopted in April 
2007, the City-issued Coastal Development Penni! is actually even more restrictive than required by 
LA DOT because it requires both the consent of2/J of residents, and the adoption of a motion by the 
V cniec Neighborhood Coundl supporting the installation of the signs, rather than just one or the 
other. (As it tun~< out, the separate requirement ofVNC approval is no longer required on a block
by-block basis because the \'1\C's February 2009 initiative election placed the YNC on record as 
supporting OPDs on any given block provided that 2/3 of residents vote for them.) 

c. 

If the Commission has any concern that the City will ignore its adopted citywide policy 
and defy the constraints set forth in its own staff report and the City-issued Coastal Development 
Permits, then it is free to merely subject the permit to an additional Special Condition requiring 
the requisite petition by 213 of residents on the affected blocks. 

D. Conclusion. 

Mr. Carstens' letter speculates that OPDs could be imposed wholesale throughout Venice 
without any input by affected residents. However, this simply cannot occur under either the 
City·s own permit application or its adopted citywide policy. Moreover, if the Commission 
remains skeptical, it can simply require the necessary two-thirds' consent by way of a Special 
Conditi(m. Thus, the Commission should proceed to approve the City's application. 

Thank you for the kind consideration of our comments on this important project. 

John A_ Henning, Jr. 
Enclosures 
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Councilmember Greuel 
Councilmember Rosendahl 
Office of the Mayor 
Board of Transportation Commissioners 

ANTONIO R VlllARAIGOSA 
MAYOR 

City Administrative Officer 
Chief Legislative Analyst 
City Attorney (with blue sheet) 
Department of Transportation 

RE: PROPOSED GENERAL RULE:S AND PROCEDURES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OVERNIGHT 
PARKING DISTRICTS 

At the meeting of the Council held Aoril10. 2007 . the following action was taken: 

Attached report adopted........ ............... . ................................. . 
Attached amending motion (Greuel- Rosendahl) adopted X 
Attached resolution adopted .........•.. , .......................... . 
FORTHWITH ............•.................................................•............. 
Mayor concurred........ ....•........... .............. . ........................................................ . 
To the Mayor FORTHWITH ...................... .................. . ............. . ............................. . 
Motion adopted to approve communication recommendatlon(s), as amended ............................. X 
Motion adopted to approve committee report recommendation(s) ... . .......................... . 
Ordinance adopted ........... ........................... ............. ................. . ..................... . 
Ordinance number .......................... .,................................................ . ..•.•................................ 
Publication date.................................................. ................... . .....................•.......... 
Effective date........................................................................................ . ................ . 
Mayor vetoed........................................................................................ . ...•..•......................... 
Mayor approved........................................................... .......•................... . .........••.......................... 
Mayor failed to act- deemed approved .......................................................................................... . 
Findings adopted .................................................................•........................................................... 
Negative Declaration adopted .............•.••.•.............................................................................•..•....... 
Categorically exempl. .................•............................................•...•..........................................••....... 
Generally exempt ............................................................................................................................. . 

City Clerk 
m• 
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COMMUNICATION 

File No. 05.0242 

TO: 

FROM: 

LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL 

WENDY GREUEL, CHAIR 
TRANSPORTATION COMMITIEE 

COMMUNICATION FROM THE CHAIR AND MEMBER, TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE relative 
to proposed general rules aM procedures for the implementation of Overnight Parking Districts 
(OPDs). 

Recommendations for Council action, as initiated by Motion (Greuel- Rosendahl): 

1. REQUEST the City Attorney, with the assistance of the Department of Transportation 
(DOT), to PREPARE and PRESENT an ORDINANCE amending los Angeles Municipal 
Code (LAMC) Section 80.54 to reflect the changes in the Overnight Parking Program as 
proposed by the Ovemight Parking PrO{; ram Rules and Procedures Included tn the March 
13,2007 DOT report and attached to the Council file. 

2. DIRECT the DOT to Promulgate rules and guidelines for the issuance of permits, the proper 
use and display of permits, and the penalties and pf'Qcec!ures for addressing non
compliance with the Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures and LAMC Sectlon 
80.54. 

AUTHORIZE the DOT to make appropriate amendments to the Overnight Parking Program 
Rules and Procedures to post overnight parking restrictions on streets fronting parks in 
residential areas. 

4. DIRECT the DOT and Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD} to develop a Memorandum 
of Understanding clearly specifying each department's role in the enforcement of the 
Overnight Parking Program. 

5. AMEND Section 1.a.ii of the Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures Included 
in the March 13, 2007 DOT report and attached to tile Council file to delete • ... the Deputy 
City Attorney supervising the area's Neighborhood Prosecutor .. ." and replace with " ... the 
Supervising City Attorney of the area's Neighborhood Prosecutor ... " 

6. EXEMPT from Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures included in the March 13, 
2007 DOT report and attached to the Council file or any rules and guidelines promulgated 
in connection with Recommendation No.2 the proposed Overnight Parl<:ing District (OPD) 
as detailed in Council file No. 07-1007 for the following streets: 

a. Valita Street from Vernon Avenue to lake Street 

b. Flower Avenue from lincoln Boulevard to Sunset Avenue 

c. Vernon Avenue from lincoln Boulevard to Val ita Street 

d. Indiana Avenue from lioooln Boulevard to Vallta Street 
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e. Lake Street from Lincoln Boulevard to Appleby Street 

Fiscal Impact Statement The DOT reports that It is proposing to restructure the Overnight Parking 
Program so that only those residential areas with it'ladequata off-street parking that qualifr~ for 
overnight parl<:ing prohibitions with permit exemptions for residents would require Councll actk:Jn 
to establish an OPD. Overnight Parking Permit fees will be sat at a level so that the revenue from 
permit sales and/or contributions from other sources such as grants would fully recover the C()S\ 
of formulation, implementation, maintenance and enforcement of OPDs and tne admlnJstraUon of 
the Overnight Parking Program. At this time, the annual cost of this special service is unknown but 
it is expected to be somewhat less than the cost of the Preferential Parking Program. Therefore. 
the City Attorney has recommended that the DOT set the initial OPD penni! fees at a level of 
approximately tvvo-thlrds of the current Preferential Parking District {PPD) permit fees_ A cost 
analysis of the Overnight Parking Program is planned to occur at the end of the 2006-7 Fiscal Year, 
after the Overnight Parking Program has been In effect for about one year; and the permit fees will 
be adjusted accordingly based on the results of that analysis. In addition to recovering the full cost 
of the Overnight Parking PrOj;Jram from permit fees, the City may gain additional General Fund 
revenue from the issuance of parking citations to violators of the OPD's parking restrictlons. 

Overnight parking restriction signs without resident penni! exempUons (i.e., not located within Ops) 
Would be fabricated, installed, maintained and enforced using existing Department resources and 
would represent an unbudgeted General Fund expense during the current fiscal year. Additionally, 
the City may gain addWonal General Fund revenue from the issuance of parking citations to 
~iolators of these o~ernight parking restrictions. 

Summarv: 

On December 15, 2006, Council introduced a Motion {Greuel- Rosendahl) relative to directing the 
DOT to develop general rules and procedures for the implementation of OPDs in the City. 
According to the Motion, on September 14, 2005, Council adopted Ordinance No. 176,661 which 
pro~ides for the establishment of OPDs by Resolution of the Council under LAMC Section 80.54. 
This Ordinance provides a "No Parking· restnction betvveen the hours of 2 AM and 6 AM in each 
OPD. PurSuant to LAMC Section 80.54{c), Council may also authorize the DOT to issue Overnight 
Parking Permits ih these areas, which exempt residents and their guests from the overnight parking 
restrictions. 

The establishment of OPDs was intended to be another tool to address a variety of public safety 
!ind public welfare issues associated with vehicles that have no legitimate reason to be parked 
overnight in a given area. The goal was to provide enough flexibility in the Ordinance so that staff 
could tailor the program to address a specific parking issue in a neighborhood. Finally, the Motion 
stated that as the City begins to establish OPDs throughout the City, DOT staff is experiencing 
practical and technical challenges in providing such a flexible program. 

On February 14, 2007, the Transportation Committee considered the above Motion. After 
consideration and having provided an opportunity for public comment. the Committee moved to 
continue this matter pending the DOTs submission of a draft OPD policy. 

Subsequently, on April 2, 2007, the Chair and one member of the Transportafion Committee 
considered a Marcll13, 2007 DOT report In response to the above Mo~on. Included in the report 
Is also a draft "Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures." According to the DOl, It 
originally developed Ordinance No. 176,86 1 (effective September 14, 2005) In cooperation with the 
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City Attorney and LAPD as a tool to address criminal and public nuisance activities assoclated with 
non-resident vehicles parked late at night in the Venice and Baldwin Village areas of the City. The 
Ordinance established LAMC Section 80.54 prohibiting parking between 2:00AM and 6:ooAM and 
gave the Council the authority to identify, by Council Resolution, those areas (OPDs) where the 
DOT was authorized to post signs and enforce the 2:00 AM and 6:00 AM parking prohlbjtlon. 
LAMC Section 80.54 was designed to be applicable Citywide, with the flexibility to customize the 
requiremet"I!S of each OPD according to the particular problems and circumstances of the area. 

The DOT envisioned that each OPD would be created by a COuncil Resolution that would that 
would establish the boundaries of the District; list any locations where overnight parking restricti011s 
were not allowed Ia Oe posted: specify the maximum number, type and cost of Overnight Parking 
Permits authorized to issuance to each dwelling unit; identffy the overnight parking restriction(s) 
authorized for use within the OPD; and clarify the procedures to have overnight parking restrictlon 
signs installed on each block. 

Next. the DOT stated tllat it has experienced problems in salting the OPD permits through the 
vendor it uses for selling Preferential Parking District permits due to limlta~ons of the vendor's 
point-of-sales equipment. Additionally, the DOT stated that Citizens and Council offitxl staff were 
not dear about how to specify the boundaries of an OPD. In this area, the DOT ultimately decided 
that tile most flexible approach was to identify a larger area in the establishing resolution and 
include authorization for the DOT to install or remove overnight parking restrictions on streets within 
the OPD at the request of the Councilmemberof the affected District. Finally, the DOT noted that 
although LAMC 80.54 is a parking prohibition that the DOT Traffic Officers are authorized to 
enforce, it was originally intended to provide an addnional tool for the LAPD to address crime and 
public nwisance problems. Therefore, It is more appropriate for Police Officers to patrol and 
enforce these parking prohibitions, whk:h usually involve people being present in the vehicles being 
cites. 

After further consideration and having provided an opportunity for public comment, the Committee 
Chair moved to recommend approval of the DOT's recommendations as contained in the March 
13, 2007 DOT report and detailed above in Recommendation Nos. 1, 2 and 4. Additionally, the 
Committee Chair also recommended: 1) authorizing theDOTtomakethe necessary amendments 
to the Overnight ParKing Program Rules and Procedures so as to allow the DOT to postovemight 
parking restrictions on stroots fronting parks in residential areas; 2) making a technical correction 
to Section 1 .a.ii of the Overnfght Parking Program Rules and Procedures; and 3) exemp~ng the 
proposed OPD under Council file No. 07-1007 from the newOvemigh!Parking Program Rules and 
Procedures. This matter is now forwarded to the Council for its consideration. 

Respectfully submitted, 

We Greuel, Chair 
T ra portation CommF!tee 

Bernard C. Pari'(s, Member 
Transportation Committee 

AD.OP..Ti{lnON RECOMMENDA~ M f(ri/NIP 
MOOON ADOPIED 10 "'!~'/11 'il"loo7 . 

bet MmU!e~> rnl'/roll 
LOS AHGE~S CITY COUHCIL 
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ltem#44A 

MOTION 

I MOVE that the Transportation Corrunittee Report relative to proposOO general rules and 
procedures for the implementation of Overnight Parking Districts (OPD) (CF#Q5-Q242), Item #44 
on today's agenda, BE AMENDED to replace recommendation #3 with the following language: 

• AUTHORIZE the LADOT to amend the proposed rules and procedures to establish a 
procedure to post overnight parking restrictions along street frontage without residential 
development (e.g., parks) if the residents on the other side of the street would not have 
adequate on-street parking if only the residentially developed side of the street were posted. 

SECONDEDBY: ~ 

AprillO, 2007 APR I (I zaaT 

LOS ANGaES CRY COII!CIL 



CITY OF I..OS ANGELES 

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 

Dale: March 13, 2007 

To: The Honorable City COuncil 
clo City Clerk, Room 395, City Hall 
Attention: Honorable Wendy Greuel, Chair, Transportation Committee 

From: Gloria J_ Jeff, General Mana 
Department ofTransportatio 

Subject: OVERNIGHT PARKING PROGRA ... ,JI 
C.F. NO. 06-0242 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That. if the City Council is in agreement with the attached draft Overnight Parking Program 
Rules and Procedures, the City Cooncll: 

1_ REQUEST the City Attorney. with the assistance of the Department of 
Transportation, to prepare a draft ordinance amending LAMC Section 80.54 
to reflect the changes in the Overnight Par1<ing Program proposed in the draft 
Rules. 

2. DIRECT the Department of Transportation to promulgate, subject to City 
Council approval, rules and guidelines for the issuance of permits, the proper 
use and display of permits, and the penalties and procedures for addressing 
non-compliance with the Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures 
and LAMC Section 80.54 

3. DIRECT the Department of Transportation and the Police Department to 
develop a Memorandum of Understanding clearly specifying each 
department's role in the enforcement of the Overnight ParKing Program. 

DISCUSSION 

On December 15, 2006, a motion {Greuel/Rosendahl, CF No. 05-0242) was introduced 
directing the Department of Transportation (DOT) to develop general rules and procedures 
for the implementation of Overnight Parking Districts {OPDs) In the City of los Angeles. 
The motion stated that the "establishment of OPDs was intended to be another tool to 
address a variety of public safety and public Welfare issues associated Wlth vehicles that 
have no legitimate reason to be parked overnight in a given area. The goal was to provide 
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enough flexibility in the ordinance so that staff could tailor the program to address a 
specific parking issue in a neighborhood. As the City begins to establish OPDs throughout 
the City, staff is experiencing practical and technical challenges in providing such a flexible 
program. II appears that program parameters are needed that will address these Issues, 
yet continue to allow OPDs to be developed to deal with the specific parking issues in 
each community''. 

DOT originally developed Ordinance No. 176,851 (effective September 14, 2005} in 
cooperation with Council staff and staff of the City Attorney and Police Department as a 
tool to adDress criminal and public nuisance activities associated with non-resident 
vehicles parked late at night In the Venice and Baldwin Village areas of Los Angeles. Tl1e 
ordinance established Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 80.54 prohibiting 
parking between 2:00a.m. and 6:00a.m. end gave the Council the authority to identify, by 
Council resolution, those areas (OPDs) where DOT was authorized to post signs and 
enforce the 2:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. parking prohibition. LAMC Section 60.54 was 
designed to be applicable Citywide, with the flexibility to customize the requirements of 
each OPD according the particular problems and circumstances of the area. DOT 
envisioned that each OPD would be creeted by a Council Resolution that would establish 
the boundaries of the District; list any locations where overnight parking restrictions were 
not allowed to be posted; specify the maximum number, type and cost of Overnight Parl<lng 
Permits authorized for issuance to each Dwelling Unit; identify the overnight parking 
rastriction(s) authorized for use within the District; end clarify the procedures to have 
overnight parking restriction signs installed on each block. 

Lessons Learned 

The first Overnight Parking District, OPD No. 501 on Ledge Avenue and Kling Street in 
Council District 4, was established by Council action on March 29, 2006. Since then, the 
Council has approved 12 more OPDs; and at least 12 more OPD requests are pending. 

Of the 13 OPD requests approved by Council to date, approximately half of them had 
crime and public nuisance problems consistent With the original Intent of the Overnight 
Palic.ing Program and hence are consistent with the new rules and procedures proposed in 
!his report. Other problems that the ovemight perking program has been Used to address 
include violations of the 72-hour Um1l on parking 1h one place and resid&nts of nearby 
apartment buildings parking on streets with single-family homes. Since the City already 
has more appropriate tools to address 72-hour violations (LAMC Section 80.73.2) and 
parking supply issues on single-family residential streets (LAMC 80.58}, the Department 
recommends refocusing the overnight Parking Program on its original purpose, 

Although LAMC 80.54 is a parking prohibition that DOT Traffic Officers are authorized to 
enforce, it was originally intended to provide an additional tool for the Po~ce Department to 
address crime and public nuisance problems. Therefore, it is more appropriate for Police 
Officers to patrol and enforce these parking prohibitions, which usually involve people 
being present in the vehicles being cited. 
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DOT planned to use its existing preferential parking permit sales contractor, Affiliated 
Computer Services (ACS), to sell Overnight Parking Pennits, but found that the limitations 
of ACS' permit sales software required a simplification and standardization of the 
Overnight Parking Permit sales parameters (e.g., maximum number permits, permit fees, 
ate.). In hindsight, DOT also realized that overnight parking prohibitions witt-out permit 
exemptions (i.e., "No Parking 2 AM to 6 AM") should not have been part or the OPO 
process requiring adoption of a Council resolution to identify where these restrictions 
would be posted and enforced. Instead, DOT should have been given authol1tyto simply 
install these signs where appropriate cnlerie were met. Only those residential areas with 
inadequate off .street parking that qualified for overnight parking prohibitions with permit 
exemptions for residents (i.e., "No Parking 2 AM to 6 AM, Except By Permit") would than 
require Council action to establish an OPD. 

Citizens and Council office staff also were not clear about how to specify the boundaries of 
an OPD. DOT u~imately decided that the most flexible approach was to identify a larger 
area in the establishing resolution and include authorization for DOT to install or remove 
overnight parking restrictions on streets w1lhin the OPD at the request of the 
Council member of the affected District. 

Prooosed OVernight Parking Program Rules and Procedyres 

DOT has developed the attached draft Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures 
to re-focus the Program on its original purpose and address all of the issues identified to 
date. If the Council is in agreement with the proposals contained in the draft Rules, the 
Department recommends that the City Attorney, In coordlnatioo with DOT, beraquestedto 
prepare a draft ordinance with appropriate amendments to LAMC Section80.54; that DOT 
be directed to promulgate, subject to City Council approval, rules and guidelines for the 
issuance of permits, the proper use and display of permits, and the penalties and 
procedures for addressing non-compliance with the Overnight Parking Program Ru!as and 
Procedures and LAMC Section 80.54; and that DOT and the Police Department be 
directed to develop a Memorandum of Understanding clearly specifying each department's 
role in the enforcement of the OVernight Parking Program. 

DOT will process any pending and future requests for oV9fnight parking restrictions in 
accordance with tha Qvemlght Parklng Program Rules and Procedures once they have 
been adopted by the City Council. 

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

DOT is proposing to restructure the Overnight Parking Program so that only those 
residential areas with inadequate off-street parking that qualified for overnight parking 
prohibitions with permit exemptions for residents would require Council action to establish 
an OPD. Overnight Parking Permit fees wilt be set at a level so that the revenue from 
permit sales andfor contributions from other sources such as grants would fully recover the 
cost of formulation, implementation, maintenance and enforcement of Overnight Parking 
Districts and the administration of the overnight Parking Program. At this time, the annual 
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cost of this special service is unknown but it is expected to be somewhat less than the cost 
of the Preferential Parking Program. Th&refcre, the City Attomey has recommended that 
DOT set the initial OPD permit fees at a level of approximately two-thirds of the current 
PPD permit fees. A cost analysis of the Overnight Parking Program is planned to occur at 
the end of the 200612007 Fiscal Year, after the overnight parking program has been in 
effect for about one year; and the permit fees will be adjusted accordingly based on the 
results of that analysis. In addition to recovering the full cost of the Overnight Parking 
Program from permit fees, the City may gain additional General Fund revenue from the 
issuance of parking citations to violators of the OPD's parking restrictions. 

Overnight parking restriction signs without resident permit exemptions (i.e., not located 
within OPDs) would be fabricated, installed, maintained and enforced using existing 
Department resources and would represent an unbudgeted General Fund expense during 
the current fiscal year. Here too, the City may gain additional General Fund revenue from 
the issuance of parking citations to violators of these overnight pali<.ing restrictions. 

COORDINATION 

DOT has developed the attached draft Overnight Parking Program Rules and Procedures 
as a mechanism to engage the Council in a dialogue about the future of the Overnight 
Parking Program. 

A~W: 
Ho\T-Gomml!loo\C~ OPP Rul"" & P--·-

Attachment 



GOAL: 

OVERNIGHT PARKING PROGRAM 
RULES & PROCEDURES 

(Revised March 13, 2007) 

To deter Grime and other public nuisances associated with the 
overnight parking of non-rasldent vehicles on City streets 

1 . .sign§_- prohibltlng parKing between 2 and 6 AM may be Installed on any type of 
street regardless of adjacent land use but will only be installed where there Is 
both demonstrated support for the signs and a documented problem. 

• 

b. 

' 

shall be met for 
II i 

1. Residents and business owners of blocks to be posted have 
submitted petitions requesting the installation of the signs 
and the Council Office has verified that the petitions were 
signed by an authorized representative of at least two-thirds 
of the total number of dwelling units plus business addresses 
on each street segment desiring the signs, 

OR 

2. The local Neighborhood CounCil, If there is one, has taken 
an official position in support of the installation of the signs 
on a particular street segment at a publicly noticed meeting. 

ii. Documented Problem - LAPD's Area Captain or the Deputy City 
Attorney supervising the area's Neighborhood Prosecutor submits a 
written statement to DOT identifYing a public nuisance-related 
crime problem associated with parked vehldes (e.g., people living 
in vehicles, lewd acts in vehicles, etc.) on the street segment and 
certifying that an adequate trial of less restrictive remedies has 
been unable to eliminate the problem. 



--------------

OPP Rules & Procedures -2- Revised 3{13/2007 

L -~·.:·~~upon the information received, DOT 
:11 actions: 

1. 

2. 
I. 

ii. Council Action none required. 

!. Specja! Criteria for Resident Exemotions 

1. Dwelling units comprise 50 percent or more of the total 
number of dwelling units plus business addresses on the 
block face, AND 

2. The dwelling units lack adequate off-street parking as 
determined by DOT survey. 

ii. DOT Determination Based upon the information received, DOT 
takes one of the folloW1ng actions: 

1. DOT notifies 
1.1. 

h 
i il the 

OPO, DOT writes 
notifies residents and businesses of street to , and 
commences sale of permits. 

Iii. Council Actjoo only required If both General and Special Criteria 
are met. 

2. Perm1ts for residents of Los Angeles and their guests may purchase permits 
that exempt them from the "No Parking 2 AM to 6 AM, Except by Permit" 



OPP Rules & Procedures -3- Revised 3/1312007 

3. 

restrictions in the Overnight Parking District in which they reside in accordance 
with the following conditions: 

a. Maximum Number and Fees for Permits 

I 

i. Maximum of three Resident Penn its to each dWelling unit in an 
Overnight Parking District for a fee of $15.00 each per year. 

H. Maximum of two Visitor Permits per dwelling unit in an Overnight 
Parking District at any one time valid for a max1mum Of four months 
at a fee of $10.00 per permit. 

iii. Maximum of 10 one-day Guest Permits per dwelling unit in an 
Overnight Parking District per year for a fee of $1.00 per permit, 

OR 

Maximum of 25 one-day Guest Permits per dWelling unit in an 
Overnight Parking District per day for a fee of $1.00 per penntt with 
the issuance of more than 25 ona.day Guest Permits for the same 
day to a single dWelling unit requiring submittal to DOT of prior 
written approval from the affected Council Office. 

whether or not the 
the Council adopts 
with no fUrther action of the 
the OPD when the General 

II i 
signs on any street s!llgment within 

met for the street segment. 

- ;:~;~~~~~i1"~"'::te~;r:ia shall be met 
g Program I I 

~':,::'i;~~; The Council member makes a written request to 
jr 1 and certifies that one of the following has occurred: 

i. Residents and business owners of street segments posted with 
overnight park!ng restrictions have submitted petitions requesting 
the removal of the signs and the Council Office has verified that the 
petitions were signed by an authorized representative of at least 
two-thirds of the total number of dwelling units plus business 
addresses on each street segment desiring the signs, 

OR 



OPP Rules & Procedures ·4· Revised 311312007 

iL The local Neighborhood Council, if there Is one, has taken an 
officJal position in support of the removal of the signs on a partioular 
str&et segment at a publicly noticed meeting. 

b. Lack of a Documented Problem -lAPO's Area Captain or the Deputy City 
Attorney supervising the area's Neighborhood Prosecutor submits a 
written statement to DOT verifying that the public nuisance-related crime 
problem associated with parked vehicles that led to the installation of the 
overnight parking restrictions no longer GJ~ists. 

5. Guidelines for Issuance of Permits- DOT shall be authorized to promulgate, 
subject to City Council approval, rules and guidelines for the issuance of permits, 
the proper use and display of permits, 8NJ the penalties and procedl.Jres for 
addressing non-compliance with the Overnight Parking Program Rules and 
Procedures and LAMC Section 80.54. 

6. 

7. 

LAPD may 
criminal activity 
available. 

Parking Program qualifies as 
the full cost of 

enforcing the Program. Th91"efore, 
annually for full cost recovery. 

activities the 
simple parKing i I 

due to 
I 

1 Officers, who will respond if resources are 

8. Implementation of Overnight Parking Prooram Rules & Procedures 

AO!N: 

a. Ordinance No. 178,861 (LAMC Section 80.54) will need to be amended to 
be consistent with the above Rules & Procedures. 

b. DOT will need to develop rules and guidelines for the iS&uance of permits, 
the proper use and display ar permits, and the penalties and procedures 
for addressing non--compliance with the Overnight Parking Program Rules 
and Procedures and lAMC Section 80.54. 

H:\Ovomighlparlti""\OPP Rut.. a Prooe<lureo\O!'P Rul"" & Pr<>eo<l......001 aol.Qoc 
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Venice Neighborhood Council 

neighborhood council 

PO Box 550, Venice, CA 90294/ w"w.VcniceNC.org 
Email: info@VeniceNC.org /Phone or Fax; 310.606.2015 

February 27,2009 

Courrcilman Bill Rosendahl 
Los Angeles City Courrcil 
200 North Sptirrg Street 
Los Arrgeles, CA 90012 

Mayo.· Antonio Villaraigasa 
Los Arrgeles City llall 
200 North Spting Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012 

Commissioners oflhe Board of Public 
Works 
City of Los Angeles 
i\ttrr: Cyrrthia M. Ruiz 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 361-P 
Los Arrgeles, CA 90012 

Rita L. Robinson 
General Manager, Department of 
Transportation 
100 S. Main Street, lOth Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Gary Lee Moore 
City Engineer 

JUN 1 0 2013 

J 149 S. Broadway Street, Suite 70<IALIFORNIA 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 COASTAL COMMISSION 

Ms. Bonnir N~dy, Chair, California 
Coastal Commission 
825 Fifth Street, Room Ill 
Eureka, CA 95501 

Members of the California Coastal 
Commission 
45 Fremont Street, Snite 2000 
San Francisco. CA 94105-2219 

Rocky Delgadillo 
City Attorney 
200 North Main Street, 800 City Hall East 
Los Angeles, Ci\ 90012 

Re: Venice Slukeholders i\f1innation of Residents' Right to Establish Overnipht Parking 
Districts !OPDs) Pursuant to LAMC Code 80.54 and CA Vehicle Code Scctiorr 
22507.5 

Dear Sirs and Madams, 

On February 21, 2009, the Venice Neighborhood Council\ VNC) ~eld an election <m two 
competing initiatives brought by stakeholders pursuant to Article V (A) of the VNC's By-Laws. 
These Initiatives were labeled "A" and "B", and concerned whether the VNC should rescind or 
reaffirm its previou.< support for overnight parking districts (OPDs) in Venice. The language of 
the initiatives read as follows: 

INITIATIVE "A" Rescind OPDs in Venice 

To Fairly Represent Venice, the Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC) Must Rescind any 
Vl\'"C Board Approval of Overnight Parking Districts in Venice and T.-ansmit a Letter 
Stating Such to the Los Angeles City Council Office, the Bureau of Engineering, the 
Department of Transportation, and the California Coastal Commission. 

H'IVNC 07-09\lml~a"ves\2.21 09\2 21.09 IOillaliVO Llf 2 27 09 doc 
It's YOUR Venwe - get mvotved! 

EXHIBIT "B" 



V E Nl C E 
neighborhood council 

Venice Neighborhood Council 
PO Flox 550, Venice, C/\ 90294 I www.VeniceNC.org 

Email: info@VeniceNC.org I Phone or Fax: 310.606.2015 

I""TTIATrVE "B" Affirm Venice Stakeholders Right To Form Overnight Parking Districts 
IOPDs) 

Venice Stakeholders rc-affkm that Venice re!'idcnts have the same dcrnocrntic right as 
other L.A. residents to establish, by 2/Jrds petition signatures, OPDs for their blocks to 
preserve parking for residents and for night-time security, and call upon the VNC to 
communicate affirmation of this right to pertinent governmental bodies. 

The elcct"10n generated the largest turmmt in the history oft he Council, with over 1,500 
stakeholders voting, many \~aiting over an hour to cast their ballots. 

Initiative "A" did not pass by a vote of 634 in favor and 868 against, with 9 abstentions. 
Initiative "B" did pass by a vote of 891 in favor and 608 against, with 13 abstentions, As such, 
the vote supports the vt\C's position in tavor of Venice residents' right to form OPDs. 

As directed by the initiative, I am communicating passage oflnitiativc "B" to the pertinent 
governmental bodies. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Mike Newhous~ 
President 
Venice Neighborhood Council 

Cc; Secretarv@VeniccNC.org 

----- -----~-------- - ---~- ---------------------------------
H \\INC 07-(J\l\ln'""'-\2 21 W\2 21 O\lln,;a1,ve w 2 27.0" doc 
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BOA~O OF PUBLIC WORKS 
MEMOERS 

CYNTHIAM.RUIZ 
e~OSLOENT 

JULIE 6. GUTMAN 

V>O' '"""'"'' 
PAULA A. !>ANJELS 

PRESID<"T PROT...,PCAE 

OANSSTO cAADENAS 
COMMlOOION" 

VAL.RIA lYNN. SHAW 

c""'"''"ON'" 
JAMES A. GIBSON 
EXEGllr~E OFFICER 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
CALIFORNIA 

ANTONIO A VllLAAAIGOSA 
MAYOR 

OOPAATMENT OF 
PUBLIC WORKS 

BUAOAUOF 
E""INEEAIN<l 

GARY LEE MOORE, P.E. 

c1n "'""'"" 11" $, OA<l.WWAY,SOJITE 700 
LOS •NGEL.ES, CA O><l10~010 

REC~'I~fB 
Sout!i Com! Region 

NOV 2 0 2003 

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT CALIFORNIA 
€8.'._-STAJ GGMMISSION 

{under authority at Sec. 30600(b) at the Calnornia Coastal Act of 1976) 

PROJECT TYPE: 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 

(X) Public ( ) Private 1111:"' 'I ~ 
08-10 ...,~ 

NAME OF APPLICANT: City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation 

PROJECT LOCATION: The project Is located w~hln the East Venice area of 
Venice. The Overnight Parking District (OPD) 523 consists of both sides of all 
street segments within the area bounded on the west by Abbot Kinney 
Boulevard, Brooks Avenue and Speedway; on the north by the City limit wittl the 
City of Santa Monica, on the east by Lincoln Boulevard, on the south by North 
Venice Boulevard and including the properties on the east side of Abbot Kinney 
Boulevard between North Venice Boulevard and Main Street, the north side of 
Brooks Avenue between Main Street and Speedway, both sides of Speedway 
between Brooks Avenue and the City Limit with the City of Santa Monica, the 
west side of Lincoln Boulevard between the City Limit with the City ot Santa 
Monica and North Venice Boulevard, and the north side of North Venice 
Boulevard between Lincoln Boulevard and Abbot Kinney Boulevard. 

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION: The proposed project would establish OPD (or 
District) No. 523 in the East Venice area of Venice, pursuant to Los Angeles 
Municipal Code {lAMC) Section 80.54. The following parking restrictions would be 
posted throughout the OPD: 

"NO PARKING, 2 AM TO 6 AM NIGHTLY; VEHICLES WITH DISTRICT NO. 
523 PERMITS EXEMPTED". 

The parking restriction signs would not be installed on any block until the following 
actions occur: 

1. At least 2/3 oi the residents on the block have signed a petition requesting 
the signs, and 

AN EOUAC EMPlOYM •• T OPPORTUNtTY EMP<OVOO 

001834 
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2. The Venice Neighborhood Council adopts a motion supporting the 
installation of the signs on the block at a publicly noticed meeting, ~nd 

' 
3. The appropriate Council District Councilmember sends a letter to LADOT 
requesting the Installation of the signs on the block. The propose~ overnight 
parking restrictions would be in addition to existing parking restrictfrs,lf any. 

L The proposed development is subject to the following conditions irrposed 
pursuant to the California Coastal Act of ~ 976: ' 

{a) Notice of Receipt end Acknowledgment The permit is not valid and 
development shall not commence ur~tll a copy of the permit, sigr~ed 
by the permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging receipt of the 
permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, Is returned to the 
City Engineer's office. 

(b) Expiration: If development has not commenced, the permit will 
expire two years from the effective date, which Is twenty working 
days from the date the notice of permit issuance is deemed received 
by the Coastal Commission, unless the permit Is extended. 
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the 
expiration date. Development shall be pursued In a diligent manner 
and completed in a reasonable period of time. 

(c) Interpretation: Any questions of Intent or interpretation of any 
condition will be resolved by the City Engineer. 

(d) Assignment The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, 
provided assignee files with the City Engineer an affidavit accepting 
all terms and conditions of the permi!. 

(e) Terms and conditions run with the land: These terms and conditions 
shall be perpetual, and It is the intention of the City Engineer and the 
permittee to bind all future owners· and possessors of the subject 
property to the terms and conditions. 

(!) other approvals: A portion of OPD 523 is within the dual jurisdiction 
ot the Coastal Zone. Therefore, a permit is also needed from the 
California Coastal Commtssion. 

II. The following are stte-specific conditions of approval for the OPD 523- East 
Venice Area: · 

001835 

COASTAL COMMISSION 
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-------------- -

(a) Extend the operating hours of Parking Lot 740, located near the 
intersection of Main Street and Rose Avenue in OPD 523, to overlap 
with the OPD restriction period (2:00 a.m. to 6:00a.m.).' 

Ill. FINDINGS: In keeping with the findings and recommendations set 
forth in the adopted staff report incorporated herein by reference, the City 
of los Angeles finds that: 

(a) The development is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the 
California Coastal Act of 1976, and will not prejudice the ability 
of the City of Los Angeles to prepare a Local Coastal Program 
in conformity with said Chapter 3. 

(b) The Interpretative Guidelines established by the Coastal 
Commission dated February I I, 1977 (as amended December 
16, 1981} have been reviewed, analyzed, and considered In the 
light of the individual project in making this determination, and 
the decision of the permit-granting authority has been guided by 
any applicable decision of the Coastal Commission. 

(o) If the development is located between the nearest public road 
and the sea or shoreline of any body of water located within the 
Coastal Zone, the development is in conformity with the public 
access and public recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. 

(d) There are no feasible alternatives, or feasible mitigation 
measures, as provided in the California Environmental Quality 
Act, available for Imposition by this authority under the power 
granted to it which would substantially lessen any significant 
adverse impact that the development, as finally permitted, may 
have on the environment. 

IV. Pursuant to the public hearing held on June 26, 2008, a Notice of De\:islon 
on August 26, 2008, and following the expiration of the mandatory ten
calendar-day appeal period, permit application number 08-10 Is hereby 
approved. 

V. This permit may not be assigned to another person except as provided in 
Section 13170, Coastal Commission Rules and Regulations. 

VI. This permit shall not become effective until the expiration of 20 working 
days after a COPY of this permit has been received by the Regional 

1 
ll.l) OV<might vehicles parked at Parking Lot 740. which h.os both 1-haur and ID-hour parking limits. must l>e 

remo""'d from the lot by 7'00 a m durin~ the tourist se .. on to m•xirm>e daytime beoc)! access Ule Lo.< Angeles 
Depar:rnent ofTransporta,.on will collect parking fees curing the extended operatlllg hours of Parking Lot 740. 

A.5~ V81\l• 0 8 • 3'/_3 
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Commission, upon which copy all permittees or agent(s) authorized in the 
permit application have acknowledged !~at !l'ley have received a copy of 
the permiT and have accepted its contents, unless a valid appeal Is filed 
within that time. The acknowledgement should be returned within ten (10) 
working days following issuance of the, peiTilit but in any case prior to 
commencement of construction. II the ·acknowledgement has not been 
returned within the time lor commencement of construction under Section 
13156(g), the City Engineer will not accept any application for the 
extension of the permit. 

VII. Work authorized by this permit must commence within two years from the 
aflactlve data of this permit. Any extension of time of said commencement 
date must be applied lor prior to expiration of the permit. 

VIII. Issued: August 26, 2008, pursuant to local government authority as 
provided in Chapter 7 of the California Coastal Act of 1976. 

VI X. I, ;:o:;;:;;:;;-;;:;:;:;:;;-;;,-;;;;;;;;cc;;;o;;;:;m;' permittee/agent, hereby 
acknowledge receipt of penni! number 08·10 and have accepted its 
content. 

COASTAl COMMISSION 
A.!!S -VEN-08-3't3 

EXHIBIT# " PAGE ~ OF 5" 
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June 4, 2013 

Re: catifomla Coa!lltal Commiaaion case 5-08-313 AS-V!'.'NwOS-34:3. 

RECEIVED 
South Coost Region 

JUN I 0 ZOIJ 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL ~/'111/v\l~:iiQN 

The Presidents Row Neighborhood Auoclalion is a long standing organization which represents 
approximately 2000 residents in the area bOunded by Veni~:e Blvd. on the North, waahlngton BlVd. 
on the South, Uncoln Blvd. on the East, and Abbot Kinney on the Weat. 

We support any measure which giVes VeniCe residents the same rights as those who li~ In ths 
rest of Los Angelo, and those who live in other California coastal communitiel>. 

Beach access 1$ important, but ahould not rome at the expense of residents trying: to access their 
homea. 

OPDs would give nrlillf to those residenta who are severely impacted. They would not affect the 
community as a whole. 

Venice has been ovemm by both vlalto111 and bulllne118H utilizing the limited available parking 
space in residential areaa. 

In A·S..VEN-10-281, the CCC determined that 10 spaoos were sufflctent to supply the needs of 35 
full time employen and numerous part time employees. 

Th\s. matter came~ \he Coastal Cemm\~ ~ ttte WlA Area Planning Comnoiaaion 
denied an appeal ZA·2009-3190-CDP-1A, not on the merits of the caS6, but because the APC was 
unable to Mat a quorum. 

OPDs and PPOs WOUld give r$lle1' to those residents who are so negatively a!Yected thQt they are 
wiNing to pay to be able to parK near their homel!l. 

The Board of Directors of PRNA strongly urges the approval of this application for Overnight 
Restricted Parking Dil!ltricts for Venlae. 

It Is important to consider 1he nee<~$ of Veni~ residents. when IQoklng at the tlnires of businesaes 
liiU'Id visitors. 

Sincerely, 

Harris J. Levey 
President PRNA 

····~····················································~···········-~·-~·~--~·· Presidents Row Nei~rhood Asmlciation P.O. Box 661553 Los Angeles, CA 90066 
Serving the residents ofVenice. Bounded by Linc:oln, Washington, Abbot Kinney and. Venice Blvd. 

PRNA 1 @hotmail.com 

Rooorvo~ Jun·I0-1! OB,zoam Frcm-1!1082!4763 Tc•Call fornoa Cca•tal P""o M I 



June 7, 2013 
JUN 1 0 2013 

CAUC:Oi;"'!A 
(Q_A_ST.A.L -:::.CJ.ot.!\1\:SSION 

Chair Mar>~ Shallenberger and Commissioners 

California Coastal Commission 
Oceangate -lOth Floor 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

Attn: Jack Ainsworth 

RE: Th10a Application No.: 5-08-313 Appeal No.: A-5-VEN-08-343 

Dear Chair Shallenberger and fellow Commissioners: 

Jed Pauker 
824 Amoroso Place 
Venice, CA 90291 

I write to take exception to the unfair process which allowed the public a mere six days to 

review and respond to freshly-finalized results of an extremely complex entitlement application 

whose community--critical negotiations were pursued largely in private, hidden from the light of 

'"'· 
With sympathetic understanding of time challenges facing the Commission and, especially, 

Commission staff, the public has a right to fair and timely review. 

That did not occur in this case, whose three-year process effectively shielded the issue's many 

and far-reaching considerations from adequate public input, and which may have included 

goals outside the scope oftoday's application, pursued in the same private shadow. 

Please include this letter and its attadlment into the above--referenced issue's public record. 

As always, thank you for your public service. 

Sincerely, 

Jed Pauker 

For identification purposes only: 
Member, Venice Neighborhood Council Communications Committee 

Attachment: June 6, 2013, Letter to Coastal Commission 



June 6, 2013 

California Coastal Commission 
Oceangate -lOth Floor 
Long Beach, CA 90B02 

.. ~~~"1'"'~ I'Ni..., ~ ;;; 11 ~ .... u 
South Cocsi Re · _, 81011 

JUN I 0 2013 

CAL\t=OitNIA 
COASIA.L CO.~~M!S310~ 

RE: ThlOa Application No.: 5--08-313 Appeal No.: A-5-VEN-08-343 

Jed Pauker 
824 Arnoro50 Place 
Venice, CA 90291 

DENY application for Venice Overnight Parking District; CPO 8-10: OPD 523; COP 8-11: OPD 526 

Dear Chair Shallenberger and Commissioners: 

Please DENY this third attempt by the Venice Stakeholders Association and the City of Los Angeles to 

restrict Venice Coastal Zone parking via the Overnight Parking District (OPO) settlement. 

We understand that our parking issues are complex, combined with residential development, social and 

commercial impacts that are specific to each Venice subarea in which they occur. Today's .. blanket 

solution» again fails to acknowledge the City's combined need to preserve Co<lstal access and address 

individual local issues- despite your prior advisement to do exactly that. 

OPD is the latest- but not the last- in an arsenal of "wedge» tools devised to restrict Venice coastal 

access since at least 1988. The illegal beach nighttime curfew imposed in 1989 was promoted as a tool 

to ease law enforcement and prevent homeless persons from sleeping on the beach. It worked. 

That illegal law was the ~earners nose under the tent"- now grown inkl a thirty-fiue year awinking eye» 

for the City that it could get away with measures that appeared to be symptom-serving and short

sighted, all the while masking a long-term goal to commandeer our Venice Coast from the public realm. 

In 2010, you allowed the City to proceed with the Overnight Vehicle Ordinance as a six-month 

experiment with a Venice-funded »vehicles to Homes" program for RV dwellers. 

It worked. Some Venetian RV dwellers moved away. Some transitloned to homes without wheels. All 

(Ire gone. At the same time, fatigued travelers in recreational vehicles can no longer park at night on 

110 Venice blocks. This restriction can scale to the other90% of Venice blocks at any time. 

In 2011, the City e)(j)anded implementiltion of its illegal beach curfew to include Oceanfront Walk in 

order to eradicate impacts of overnight homelessness there. It worked. At the same time, Venice 

residents whose front doors open to the Oceanfront Walk can no longer walk home within sight of the 

beach late at night. Visitors cannot leave by the front door to walk to their own homes or cars. 

Now the same OPD proposal is before you a third time, offering existing public parking spaces as if they 

WE're new (and as if they complied with our Land Use Plan, which they do not), offering parking space at 
a time of day when none Is needed, making promises for some future time and- critically- failing to 

limit the scope of coastal access restrictions which you are being asked to approve. 

On OPD's heels Is the 24/7 Preferential Parking District (PPD) scheme~ which you do not see today only 



RE: Th1Qa Application No.: 5-08-313 Appeal No.: A-5-VEN-08-343 
DENY application for Venice Overnight Parking Di~rict; CPD 8-10: OPD 523; CDP 8-11: OPD 516 
June6,l013 

The Venice Stakeholder.; Association's published mission statement includes ~protection of the limits of 
the Venice Local Coastal Specific Plan" and «increased parking for residents" 

( http:l/www .venices;akeholdersassociation.orl!). 

The malformed first segment. with the title ~venice local Cot:lstal Spedjic Plt:m, H adroitly pieces together 

two different planning document titles into the title of one imaginary document. In doing so, It pursues 

multiple legerdemains: 1) to encircle all of Venice's Coastal Zone with a single Specific Plan (We have 

two); 2) to mlx ill our "deferred" local Coa'i>tal Program- the imaginary land use <:locument that los 

Angeles has yet to present to you for review and approval and 3) to emphasize protection of the plan's 

limits rather than its empowerment and unique planning goals. 

The "increased parking for residents" reference is obvious- it is why we must invest energy and 

taxpayer funds a third time on this issue. The power5 driving the OPD effort are relentless. 

A technically minor oote exemplifies our City's failure to make its case regarding available parking 
spaces: The City has yet to provide a tun accounting and removal of unauthof1zed Coastal ~No Parking'' 

red striping which received public attention from all local parties in 2010. The City could recover some 

unknown number of Coastal parking spaces by completing its simple inventory and follow-up. Despite 

news, letter5 and civic conversations, the City did not pursue this simple issue to its positive conclusion. 

Los Angeles has now failed twice while following the flawed and litigious lead ofa former land use 

lobbyist who hides, this time, behind the label of a non-profit to pur5ue a private coastal Venice. All the 

while, you gave the City all the rope it could pl.lll. Amid all of the accelerating contentiousness, dup~ctty 

and human turmoil over this issuethroughotrt the worst economic times that most 6ving AmeriCans 

have ever known, one simple saying applies: "The third time's a charm_« 

Twice, you told Los Angeles to approach its social challenges and coastal access mandate with equal 
fairness and respect tor all. Twice, you fulfilled your mandate to protect our unique Coastal community 

from a deeply flawed and ill-intended proposal. Today -the third time, you can take your final action to 
preserve your Coastal charge's charm fo~ all who reside and visit here, setting accountability for 

resolving our local issues where it belongs- with us. 

Sixteen mlllion Venice visitors per year- on average, nearly 44,000 daily tourists -outnumberir\g us 

Venetians by fifteen percent every day- await your decision. Now that we all must revisit this issue, I 

urge you to futfill your mandate -one last time- and join us in welcoming visitor5 to a free Venice coast. 

Amid all this, I appreciate and thank you for yOur dedicated public service. 

]aJ~J-
Jed Pauker 

For identification ourposes onlv: 



RE: Th10a Application No.: 5-QR-313 Appeal !llo.:A·5-VEN-QR-34?. 
DENY applkation fur Venice Overnight Parking District; CPO &-10: OPD 523; COP 8-11: OPD 526 

June6,2013 

Member, Venice Neighborhood COuncil Land Use and Planning committee, 2006-2010 

Chair, Venice Neighborhood Council Board of Officers Fences and Hedges Ad Hoc Committee, 2008 

co-Chair, Venice Neighborhood COuncil Venice Post Office Task Force, 2011-2012 

Community Officer, Venice Neighborhood COuncil Board of Officers, 201D-2012 

Member, Venice Neighborhood COuncil Communications Committee 

PS- Understanding the oollSI:raint!i and time challenges of this pro,eS5-and particularly how COastal 

Commission staff has surely been bombarded with ongoing and repeated requests for all kinds of 

information, direction and support, provision of si)[ days for the public to reviewfillill materials 

regarding an iS5ue that has, to a great extent, been 'onsidered behind closed doors for nearly three 

years seems patently unfair, even if it is unavoidable. 



California Coastal Commission 
200 Ocengate, IO'" Floor 
Long Beach, Ca. 90802-446 

June 10,2013 

Rt:: 9A AMMEDED COM:MENTS 

Honorable Commissioners, 
s~!~~a1s~!gl?on 

JUN 1 0 2013 
EXHIBIT 1. 

CALIFORNIA 
LEITER FROM PETER DOUGLAS COASTAL COMMISSION 

November 8, 2010 

"Protection of public access in the Coastal Zone is among the highest 
priority policies oft he Coastal Act .•. maximum access ... and recreational 
opportunities shall be provided tor of! people ... " 

" ... should the City take the position that no fort her m;tion is required, or 
otherwise ignore the coastal de~~elopment permit requirements of the 
Coastal Act, Commission staff will have no choice but to pursue formal 
enforcement action to resolve this matter." 

The applicant stood in violation of the Coastal Act when it applied for this coastal development 
permit and stands in violation now, The applicant suppressed this important information from 
the record by error of omission in its application. § 13053.5. Application Form and information 

The Comrolssion must deny the application for the following reasons: 

FEDERAL PROHIBITIONS 

Approval would Violate the U.S. Constitution 
Approval would Violate the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
Approval would Violate the National Environmental Protection Policy 
Approval would Violate U.S. Supreme Court Decision Brown v. Board of Education 
Approval would Violate Public Trust Doctrine 
Approval would Violate Equal Footing Doctrine 



STATE PROHIBITIONS 

Approval would Violate the California Constitution 
Approval would Violate the California Environmental Quality Act 
Approval would Violate the Authorities of the Ca.Dqmtment of Parks and Recreation 
Approval would Disregard Access Rights to Fish on Public Trust Lands 
Approval wou!il Violate the Authorities of the C Fish and Gatm: Commission 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I. Is it ethical to reward this known violator with new coastal development permits? 

2. Would awardivg this CDP encoumge compliance with State and Federnllaw'? 

3. Would approving this COP e:ncournge future nou-eompliancewilh State and Federllllaw? 

4. Woold approving this COP be inconsl&ent with the Com:titutlon of the United Stated 

5. Would approving this COP be inconsistent with tho:: Constitution of California? 

6. In absence of law that dinmtlyprevents the award ofCDP to a violator, is award ethical? 

Each Commissioner obligated Itself to an oatb sworn to and signed as required 
by Arti.clll XX ott~ eaurornla Cunstitutinn. 

"I, 

and domeJiir:; that] will bear 

' purpose of evasion: 
whidd mn nb01illt> tmler." 

7. Would approval of this permit to a kPowu violator be consisleDt with yourooth ofbonor'l 

BACKGROUND 

The Coastal Commission resoundingly denied this permit in 2010. In part, the reason was 
that the applicant was in violation oithc Coastal Act arnl and Anic\e X of \he Califomia 
Constitutions regarding access to public trust lands io the coastal zone. 

Clocks do not statutorily limit access to the coastal zone. The Applicant enacted a curfew that 
prevents users fn>m entering the coastal zone at night. 



·-·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

The vicilator ll!lW clal.ms it wil\ make rOOIICed w.;= \ll ilie Cooaslll.l 2.= avai\ab\t. a\ night. 
In this instance, the npplieant has lied point bli<Ilk to this body. 

The applimt did not comply with§ 13053.5. Application Form and In/imnation Requirements 
which rcouire: 

An adequate description ••• sufficient to determine whether the project 
complies wilh all relevant policies of the Coastal Act, inc/udiflg sufficient 
infunnalion concerning land ... so that the Commission will be adequately 
intfmned as to present uses und plans, both public and private, insofar as they 
can reasonoblv be ascertqined &r the vicinitv surrounding the projget site. 

Far purposes of this secticm the term "significant adverse Impact an the 
environment" shall be difined as in the Cu.ljfomia Environmental QualilyAct 
and the Guidelines adopted pursuant thereto. 

Here, the applicwt could have reasonably ascertained that the applicant itself bad imposed a 
curfew restricting night access tC> the Coastal Zone in the vicinity surrounding the project, and 
especially since it is adjacent thereto and that the claimed access would not be offered at night 

If a member of the public attempted to usc the proposed reduced access at night to reach public 
trust lands, the barrier of the applicants cwfew ordinance would be encountered subjecting the 
public to anest, fine, jail, and a record. Such consequences of attempted access meet the criteria 
set forth in the California Environmental Quality Aetas a significant impact caused by the 
project. 

The applicant's offer of access to \he coastal zone at night is disingenuous at best and outright 
fraud against the State at worst. 

The Staff Report must but fails to address the fact that Commissioners denied the pennit, in 
part, bl:cause the City of Los Angeles was in violation of the California Coastal Act by 
implementing an illegal curfew on access to public trust lands in the Coastal Zone. 

The cin:umstlnccs hnve not changed since 2010. On November 8, 2010 former Executive 
Director of the California Coastal Commission, Peter Douglas, informed the applicant it was in 
violation of the Coastal Act. Peter Douglas responded to the allegations made by the applicant; 

• Applicant claimed Coastal Commission acted as a Super-Legislature. 

• Appli=t claimed Costa\ Ccmroissi.on har=d it . 

• Applicant claimed the Coastal Commission was intimidating it . 



---· ----------------

Ex.ecutlveDirector Douglas warned !he applicant it may be subject to~ future Cease and Desist 
Order in the Jetter written over Eleven hundred dnys ago. 

The Coastal Conunission sent two subsequent )~tters to the Commissicn demanding compliance 
and no compliance was reudered. 

At the November 2012 Commission meeting, Deputy Director Ainsworth stated to this 
Commission that enforcement would ooeur if the City remained in non-complinace, over Two
hundred days llgo. Director Ainswonh said be WIIS still working with the violator. 

O!mmission Staff have nat yet ilsued a Cease and Desilt Order and have not agenized the 
matter for the Commission to co!IS\der. Staff was aware of !his violation according to email 
records io 2008, over Two thousand days ago. 

The Commission Staff has continually claimed progress, when none is deroonstrllted, and state 
that they are working with the violator. 

To the public, it docs appear that staff is working with the violator, not to resolve the violation, 
but to pe!Jietuate it by falling to allow the legislative body, the Coastal Commission, to consider 
l\Qd adjudicate the violation which constitutes a major impact on resources as, access, as defined 
by Chapter Three of the Coastal Act. 

The applicant stood in violation of the Coastal Act nt the time ofits application and now stands 
in defiant violation of the Act. Staff of the Coastal CornmissiM refusal to agendlze the known 
violation by applicant, yet recommend providing it another permit. 

Staff has failed to address the applicant's violation on adjacent lands !hat directly relate to the 
Implementation of the requested new permit. 

No coasideration of the pot=ntially adverse cwnulative effect{s) of i\1egally restricting the 
public from the Coastal Zone combined with additional restrictions via a against the public via a 
penni! issued by this Commission. 

The adverse significant cffect{s) on the coastal zone access arc consequently unknown. 

U.S. CONSTITUTION 

Article 1 Freedo-m of Spe!>rb and Rellgii>D 

The project would compound the illegal restrictions on freedom of speech in the coastal zone 
that have already been imposed by the applicant on Public TrustL!Uids of the United States. The 
project would add to and exacerbate the existing violations by preventing members of the public 
wishing to park on the street in the Coastal Zone at any time of their choosing, day or night. 



Freedom to freely express one's Religion is abrogated byplacWg new and compoUildi!lg 
restrictions over existing illegal restriction to access of Public Trust Lands W the coastal zone. 

U.S. SUPREME COURT SUPERPRECIDENT 

Brown v. Baord of Education 

Approval ofth.U; permit would violate the repeated protections established by the United State 
Supreme Coun against DiscrimWation because it would provide access for one class of citizens 
while pt<lvid.ing sepm.~ and equal. ac.cess in !!.!\Other ~ilim. 

Here, one class of persons is treated as Ulferior and another superior. The superior persons 
(residents and guests) would be able to use public parking at anytime, while all other persons 
from the United Sll!.tes or el:;ewherewill be treated as infcrior.Proximity to public parking is no 
excuse to restrict access to a select nwnber ofWdividuak 

The City of Los Angles should have considered any parking congestion that could possibly 
occur in the middle of the night as it granted permits for developmeot by requiring adequate 011· 

site parking. The City Wishr:s that it's abject failure in plann.ing to be resolved by providing 
public parking to a select list of privileged individuals. 

CALIFORNIA CONSITUTION 

Article XX uf tlw. Cznrorni-a Constitution 

The Commission c:mnot approve this coastal development permit because the applicant is a 
know recalcitrant violator. Voting to approve would violate the allegiance each Commissioner 
bas sworn to the State in that it would not support the J~w, but Would an example for all to see 
that violation is meaningless W the eyes of any Commissioner that chooses to reward the 
violator with n permit. Such n vote would not support and protect the Constlrutions nor uphold 
the Jaw of the land. 

Section 4 of Article X 

The project is violating of the fo!lowing because maximwn access will not be provided, only 
minimal access. And, the minill1!1l access is faux, because the applicant has illegally imposed a 
curfew on the beach at night, subjecting any member of the public using it to arrest, jaiL fine, 
and a record, 

"Moximum access. which shalf be conspicuously posted, and recreational 
opportunities shalf be provided for a!/ the people collSistentwith public safoty 
needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, 
and natural resource areas from overuse. 
(Amended by Ch. 107S, Stats. 1978)" 



Article 1 Declaration ofRlgbts Sec. 2. 

"The approval of this application would constitute a violation h~use it would result in a law 
that will restrain and abridge liberty of speech in llll area of the Coastal Zone where the public 
may legally congregate and speak freely because the oppommity to access the Coastal Zone will 
be restricted ccm.pletely and or to a minimum rather thlll! tbe maximum. 

(a) Every penon may freely speak, write and publish his or her sentiments on 
all subjects, being responsible for the aboue ofth~ right A law may not 
restrain or abridge liberty of speech or press. (b) A publisher, editor, 
reporter, or other person connected with or employed upon a newspaper, 
magazine. or other periodical publication, or by a press association or wire 
servica, or any person who has been so connected or employed, shall nat be 
adjudged in contempt by a judicial, legislative, or administrative body, or any 
other body having the power to Issue subpoenas.jor refusing to disclose the 
source of any information procured while so connected or employed for 
publication in a newspaper, magazine or ather periodical publication, or for 
refusing to disclose any unpublished information obtained or prepared in 
gathering, receiving or processing ofinfonnatirm for communication to the 
public. Nor shall o radio or television news reporter or other person 
cr.mnected with or employed by a radio or television station, or any person 
who has been sa connected or employed, be so adjudged in contempt for 
refusing to disclose the source of any information procured while so 
connected or employed for news or news commentary purposes on radio or 
television, or for refusing to disc/rue any unpublished information obtained or 
prepored in gathering, receiving or processing of information for 
wmmunir:ation to the public. As used in this subdivision, "unpublished 
information" Includes Information not disseminated to the public by the 
person from whom disclosure is sought, whether or not related information 
has betm disseminated and includes, but is nat limited to, all notes, outtakes, 
photographs, tapes or other data of whatever sort not itself disseminated to 
the public through a medium of communication, whether or not published 
information basedupan or related to such material has been disseminated." 

Article 1 Declaration of Right~; Sec. 4. 

Freedom to exercise religion on lands where public access is guaranteed will be restricted in 
violation of Article l, Section 4. 

"Free exercise and enjoyment of religion without discrimination ar 
preference are guarameed. This liberty ofcanscience does not excuse acts 
that ore licentious or inconsistent with the peace or safety of the Slate. The 
Legisloluresha/1 malre no law respecting an establishment of religion. A 
person is nor incompelel/1 ta be a witness or juror because of his or her 
opinions on religious beliefs." 



CALIFORNIA COASTAL ACf 

1. THE APPLICANT STOOP AND STANDS IN VIOLATION OF THE ACT 

The applicant stood in violation of the California Coastal Act prior to apd at the time it applied 
for a coastal do:velopment permit as demonstrated by the Jetter from ~ccutive Director Peter 
Douglas. 

EXHIBIT 1. 

2, APPROVAL WILL MAKE THE PERMIT VUNARABLE TO REVOCATION 

CCR 13053.5 (a/(0 

§ 13053.5. Aep/ication Form gml Information Requirements 

Here, the applicant has not provided information sufficient to allow the Commission to 
determine to determine whether the project complied with all relevant policies of the Coastal 
Act, including sufficient information concerning land. 

The applicant did not provide information about land and the project thllt would have affected 
the Commissions decision. 

The Applicaut failed to reveal that Dockweiler State Park would be negatively impacted by the 
reduction in available parking. State Parks arc open all night to the public. 

The City did not notifY nor did it seek pennissions from the Depanment of Parks and 
Recreation for the do:velopment. 

The applicant failed to reveal the California Department ofFish and Wildlife has issued fishing 
permits allowing members of the public to fish on public tni.St lands day or night. The applicaut 
did not reveal that the illegal curfew imposed in combination with the newly proposed access 
restrictions would run contrary to the contract the DFW and the public have entered which 
allow the public to fish on said lands at anytime unless restricted by the State. 

The applicant did not provide information that it had established a curfew inconsistent with 
public access policies ofCoaswl Act at the site. 

The public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act require that maximum access and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided and that development shall not interfere with such 
access. The propose devclopmt:nt does both. Approval of the pemtit would provide finn 
grounds for revocation, therefore. 



CCR 13053.5 (a) An adequate dCiicrlpl/on including maps,p/aru, 
photographs, etc., of the proposed developmenl, project site and vicinil)l 
sufficient to determine whether lite project complies with tt11 relevant 
polldes oftbe Coastal Act, Including sufficient information concerning 
land and water areas in the vicinity oftlll! site of the proposed project, 
(whether or not owned or eontrolled by tl•e opplicont) so tl1at the 
Commission will be adequlllely Informed as to presl!lll uses and plans, botl1 
public and prii'Ote, insofar as thr:y can reasonably be ascertained for the 
vicinity SUYTOUmfing the project site. The description of the development shall 
also include OJ1Y /etiSible alternatives or any feasible mitigation measures 
available, which would substantially Jessen Do/significant adverse impact, 
which the development may have an the environment. For purposes of this 
section tlle term "significunl udl'l!rse impact on the env/ronmmt" shull be 
defined as in the Coliforniu Environmental Quulil)lAct and the Guidelines 
adopted pursuunt tllereto. 

(/) The farm shall also provide notice to applican/JJ that failure to provide 
truthful and uCCllrate Information necessazy to review the permit 
applictltion or to provide public notice as rt!lJ.uired by these regnlutlons may 
result In delay In processing the application or may constitute grounds for 
revoctltiotl of the permit 

The applicant did NOT pro'(ide truthful and accurate iufoimation necessary for the Coiiiii1ission 
to review the permit applicatio11 required by the regulatioos and docs COIJstitu!e grounds for 
revocatioo of the permit, therefore. Proper Notice of the Project WllS not posted or provld~ to 
the public or the Comnrission due to the aforesaid fuilure to providt: illform.ation. 

Section 30110 o(tlte Coastul Act 

Approvillg this application for CDP would violate Section302]0 of the Coastal Act in that 
maximum access wlll not be posted. The applicant has already reduced access to the beach 
il\eglllly.ln fact the applicant has ronspicuously posted signage, which announces that NO 
PUBLIC ACCESS will be provided during certaiD houn;. 

Scctian 30210: Jn carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Artici~X of the 
Cullfomla Constilurion, maximum access, which $hall be conspicuously 
post~d. and re,;;r~alianal opportunities shalf be provided for all the people 
cansistenl with public safety needs !md the need to protect public rights, 
rights of priva/e property owners, and natural resource areas from overuse. 

EXHIBIT2 

Section 302]1 oft/te COilJJtal Act 



Coastal Act states provides that 

"" and wheu 

interfere with the 

Section 3021 I Development shall not interfere with the public's right of 
arxess to the sea whure acquired through use or /egis/otille authoriwtion, 
including, but no/ limited to, the use of dry send and rocky coastal beaches to 
the firs/line of terrestria/vegetalian. 

Section 30221 of t1w Coastal Act 

Section 30221 provides protections for recreational use. When taken in combination with the 
appllcants illegal curfew foisted onto an unwilling public, recreational access is not only 
reduced, it is eliminated eutire!y during certain hours. 

Section 30221 Oceanfront/and suitable for recrrotional use 
shall be protected for recreaiionaf use and development 
unless present and foreseeable furure demand for public or 
commercial recreational activities lhal could be 
accommodated on the property is already adequately 
pruvided for in the area. 

Section 13105 of the California Code of Regulations 

Section 13105 of the California Code of Regulations requires tbe Commission to make three 
fmdings in order to revoke a Coastal Development Permit under tbat particular code. 

Firnt, § 13105 _was not complied with. 

f /3105 .fl!l.AIIhe time the application is submitted for filing, the applicant 
must post, a/ a conspicuous place, easily read by the public which is also as 
close as possible to the site of the proposed development, notice that an 
application for a penni! for the proposed develapment has been submilled to 
the commission. Such notice shall contain a general description oft!Je 
nature of the proposed dew!lopmenL The commfssionshallfumish the 
applicant wiih a standardi:edform Ia be used for such posting. If the 
applicant fails to sign the declaration of posting, the executive director of the 
commission shall refuse to file the application. 

Here, tbe applicant did NOT post a notice conforming to CCR /3054(d) that contained a general 
description of the nature of the proposed projecL The appliclllltprovided incomplete 
infonnation that should have been included in the general description oftbe nature of the 
proposed development. The general description should have included tbe fact that tbe applicant 
had foisted Ull illegal curfew against membm oftbe public wishing to exercise their rights of 



access under the Coastal Act and Constitution to public ttust lands at any time of day or nigbt. 

The applicant was in violation of the California Coastal Act adjacent to the projeat site bec~use 
it did not have or seek a Coastal Development Penni! to limit public access.Implementation of 
(LAMC Se;:tion 63.44(B)(l4)(b) required a Coastal Development Permit. Pursuant to Coastal 
Act Section 30600(a) any person wishing to perfonn or undertake development in the Coastal 
Zone must obtain a coastal development permit. Here, the applicant failed to obtain a permit for 
its curfew. 

The public may be illegally subjected to arrest, imprisonment, and frnes after 12pm by the 
applicant in violation of the Coastal Act and Article X of the State Constitution at the project 
site. 

{Pursuant to Sections 13104 through 13108.5, the commission 5hllll revoke 11 permit if it 
determines that the permit was grnoted without proper notice having been given. 

Proper notice wns not given pursuant to sub-section (d), therefore, the Commission shall grant a 
request for revocation of this permit if made in accordance with subsection (e). 

The Code of Regulations specifies the contents of an application for Coastal Development 
Pennit. The applicants Notice pursuant to 13105 is derived from information from th~ 
Application Form submitted to the Coastal Commission pursuant to f 13053.5. 

f 13053.5. Application Form ond Information (a) An adequatedescriplirm 
inc/udilrg maps, plans, photographs, etc., of the proposed development, 
project site and vicinity sufficient tcr determine whether tile project complies 
with all relevant policies oftlw Coastal Act, inr:ludiug sufficient infomtatirm 
concerning land and water area.! in the vkinityofthe site oft he proposed 
project, (whether or 1101 oHmed or controlled by the oppliamO so that tire 
Commission wl/1 be adequately informed as ro present uses aud plans, bath 
pubUc and private, insofar 11.! they can reasonably bea!/certainedfor the 
vicinity surrounding the project site. Th~: description of the development shall 
also inclrtde arry feasible alternatives or any feasible mitigation measures 
available. which would substantially /e.1;sen arry significant adverse impact, 
which the development may ha11e an the environment. For purpuses uft/lis 
ser:tlo11 the term "sig11ijicant adverse impuct 011 the environment" sllull be 
dejiucd as ill the Califomi4 E11vironmeutal Qu4/ity Act and the Guidelines 
adopted pursuant thereto. 

Here, the applicant has not provided information sufficient to allow the Commission to 
determine wlletbt'r li!e project complied with all relevant policies of the Coastal Act, including 
sufficient infonoation concerning land and restrictions on access. 

The applicant has not provided information about land that would bave affected the 
Commissions decision. The applicant did not provid~ information that it had established a 
curfew that was not consistent with the Coastal Act or the Article X of the State Constitution at 



---- --------

the project site. 

The applicant did not provide information about the land. The applicant illegally arrests people 
who attempt to access the site of the project after 10 pm. 

The applicant did not provide information about ownership of lands adjacent or at the project 
site as it relates to property owned by the Department of Parks and Recreation, Dockweiler 
State Park. 

The applicant illegally arrests people who attempt to access the State Park after 10 pm in 
violation of California Code of Regulations that governs curfew in State Parks. 

The applicant illegally prevents members of the public who have paid for a valid fishing license 
from fishing at certain hours of the night. 

AUTHORTIES FOR FUTURE REVOCATION CITED 

§ 30600(a) California Coastal Act 
Title 14 of the Cu/ifomia Code of Regulations 
§ 13053.5 
§ 13054 
§ 13104. 
§ 13105 
§ 13106 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 

The California Coastal Commission implements CEQA in the Coastal Zone and the 
Secretary of Resources has determined a COP is equal to llll EIR. 

Here, the applicant has provided information that is insufficient to fulfill the mandate of CEQ A 
for social concerns and other provisio!lS for an Environmental impact Report of any type. 

The potential significant adverse impacts on the environment that shall be dcfmed by California 
Environmental Quality Act and the Guidelines adopted thereto were not provided fully to the 
Commission. 

Illegal arrest, imprisonment, and fming of the public at the project site clearly introduced a 
significant adverse impact on the environment that was not disclosed by the applicant in the 
application or public notice. 

The cumulative effects of the illegal adjacent curfew when combined with the proposed 
permitted additional restrictions is not addressed in the Staff Report and must be. The 
Commission cannot simply ignore away this fact, which has impacts on the eAisting social 
strucrure and access to public trust lands. It must make findings 



U.S. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACf OF 1972 

Coastal Zone Management Act ofl972 (U.S. Code Title 16 Chapter 33 Sec.1251-1465) 

The California Coastal Commission implements the U.S. Coastal Zone Management Act in the 
State ofCallfomin. 

Approval of a COP is the Commissions concurrence the project is consistent with theFedernl 
Act. 

Here, the applicant has foisted an illegal curfew over public trust lands of the United States. It 
now requests this commission to engage with it in concert, permitted restrictions that tacitly 
approve the il!egal curfew. 

PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE 

Public Trust Doctrine is enshrined in law and in the Constitutions of the State and Union. 
The appliClll!t, a municipal corporation, is extra jurisdictional in foisting a curfew over such 
lands. The ability to impose a curfew is at the discretion of the State Coastal Commission and 
does uot r~t with the City Council of a municipal corporation in the State of California. 

EOUAL FOOTING DOCTINE 

One State dose not have the authority to claim rights or to impose laws that are inconsistent 
with the rights and authorities granted to others by the Federal Government. Here, applicant has 
acted in an extra jurisdictional manner and has assumed rights that other States do no process, 
that is for a municipal corporation to dictate new expansive powers not possessed by any other 
State or municipal corporation in the United States. Therefore, the curfew on lands adjacem to 
the project that directly affect the projects implementation ofaccess is illegal and must be 
considereli within the body of the requested permit. And, the Commission must fmd there is no 
contradiction with Equal Footing Doctrine in this respect. 

Therefore, for all of the aforesaid reasons, this Conunission should not approve this 
appJkatimJ fora coastal developme.tJt p~nnil on these grounds. 

John Davis 
PO 10152 
Marina d~l Rey Ca. 91)045 

1 ( 
"1~\J_'--Jv;,:J,------



Clluok.Posner. 

Frcm: 
s~nt: 

To: 
Cc: 

.StiJ;Ijset: 

' 

~-···~Orl!J'U...l'. H~uage----
~roou : O\ll;Cl<).~oo1'>:# _ 
·sent:. Mcn~_a:r,:'-_N~'(eO>ber 26, 2007 3:47 PH 
-ro·, John:-Mn~W<lrthy Te-.:esa !Ieney; LOUise 
-Subject; f\1: 'coaii>laint 

Jack et al - I tbillk we now bave th~ city 
sLnply.•be• at tbe beach at night in.~. 
(:L!IS9)' 

Cbarleo R. Po•~~ 
coastal Progra~,Annlyst 
calitornia eo..~tal Ccmmi&&ion 
~co ocoangate, Suite 1000 
LOng Beacb, CA ~0802 

• {552) 590·5071 
cpoonar=coas~.ca.gov 

1ft~ 
' ' . Helpeiiti 

·····Original Mesaage••••• 
Pr~,., peggyl eO, • keM_e<!yoved zon • net {mail to : peggjll ~" ' ke.Mii<1}'1ilVe:d :on. net I 
s"""' 14oncl.o.y, ·uove~r ~6, ;aoo7 :1.2:47 ~ • 
.,,;, Chuck P00ner· 
.$ubject'l c""!Plaint 

:Pe&r Hr. Posner, 

· Plene :.:egorcl thls• emdl ab a formal complaint Rguding tbe tlty of 1-o• lll:lgel .... 

The City ""d it's ogento ~" rastricting access to ,tbc Beach io Venice by c~osing the 
Beacb in Venice, eopeeially to people based on their.econcimic ~tatus. 

rt is my, 111ld.erotanding that a primir:; goal of $e. C:alifc...Ua eo ... t:..l Coomliuion is to 
"""""'-miz~ public access,• but the City of LOs Mge.les is limiting coanal aecces Dy 
cl.ooing the Beach. - ' 

on~·o! the more egregious ~ay8 th~t the City closea the Beach in Venice is by citing 
certain people b~sect on their economic status Ul!_iog City eode 'WIMC 63.44, "hich is a 
miodemeanor infr~ceion. 

Pleooe find ott~cbed: 
t.T<MC GJ. 44 
Example of Ticket issued 

Please let 1111! knc"' if you require more· <:XaJilPlM of )low i:be city closes the lleacb in 
Vetiico:, · 

I look forward to hearing back ~ith any progress regarding this complaint. 

' 



PARK HOURS AND RESTRICTIONS ------ --- ----·-

THIS PARK. INCLUDING THE 
BOARDWALK/OCEAN FRONT WALK 

AND VENICE BEACH RECREATION AREAS 

IS CLOSED FOR ALL PURPOSES BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 
MIDNIGHT AND 5:00A.M. OF THE FOLLOWING DAY 

EXCEPT AS PRE-APPROVED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
RECREATION AND PARKS 

PURSUANT TO L.A.M.C. SEC. 63.44.B.14(b) 

AND 

IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS ON 

PERFORMING, VENDING. AND GENERATING 
NOISE AS DESCRIBED IN L.A.M.C. SEC. 42.15. 

EXEMPTED PERFORMING AND VENDING IS 

PERMISSIBLE ONLY DURING THE HOURS OF 

9:00A.M. TO SUNSET. 

A COPY Of THE fUll TEXT Of l.A.M.C. Sec. 42.1S and l.A.M.C. Sec. 63.44 
15 available at the Venice Beach Police Substation and the Venit:e Beach 
Recreation Office, co· located at 17th Averwe and Ocean Front Walk. 

or online at www.l or ww ._ I I 



• 

Ruth Galanter 
2225 LoueUa Avenue 

Venice, CA 90291 

Mary Shall!!'nberger, Chair 
CommiS$iOnere 

June 13, 20f3 

California Coa$131 Commission 

l:l.ECE!VED 
South Coast Reg1on 

JUN 1 0 2.0\J 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 

Re: Permit No. 5-08~S13!A~5-VBN.:OS-343 
Thursday agenda, Item 10a 

Madam Chair and Members: 

1 urge you to uphOld the ·Coalrtal Act\& $\r0n9 prOteCtion .of public 
access to,the. resouroe5 of the ccama1 Zone-by I'Eijediog f1.1e·t~·C!zy 
of Los Angeles~ apPlication to linfrt,-paridng·on :tl"le sheets Of-Venice/. 

~ both aiormer Coastal Commissioner and ra "former City-Council 
representative of-the Venice community, .I am-all too famillttr -Wlf!'t 'f!l:e 
tension :that exists betWeen permanent-residanl:$,ofcthe-·eoa,tat.Zone 
and visltors thereto. That is-not your problem. 

As you know, the boundaries ·of-the Coastal Zone in Venice were-set 
by ihe Commission :and ·them reafflrmetf by the t.e~ai::O:~ature in 1979 in 
Section 30166-of the Public Re$oun::es -Code·tQ recognize the 
integrity of special ooa!rta\ resource attractions. And, as you also 
know, alllocal.governmerrts ware required byihe 1976 Coa&tal Actio 
prepare Local Coastal Programs (land use plans and implementing 
ordinances) and to have their LCPs certified by the Commiseioo by 
June 30, 1981. The City of Los Angeles is 32 years late and 
counting. During my tenvre as C~ty Council member, which ended 
ten years ago, the City dld adopt an LUP for Venice, but no 
implementing ordinan~ have been adopted nor has the LUP been 
resubmitted to fhe,Commlssion every five yem as also required by 
the 1976 Coastal Act 
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In the absence of a certif~ed LCP, I remind you, it i$ not the City's 
local plans that goVt;trn; it i$ the Coastal Ad and tne policies i:hereih 
that govem, and it is your job to uphold them. 

The Coastal Act places great importance ,on pubUe aeoess to Coastal 
Zone resources, ·not just to the beacn itself. The entlre Venice 
community seaward of Unooln Boulevard has been -designated by the 
Commission as -part'of the- Coastal Zone, and you must therefore 
uphold and indeed strengthen the-pl.iblic's access to all lts -resouroesf 
including parking. 

The Coastal Act ;places a very low priority on private ~dliH'IttSI 
development in the Coastal ZoBe. Yes, it is sometimes inconvenient 
for residents to share space with theusand.sd visitors, but those of 
us. who own residential-property in V.enW& are extremely -fortUnate, 
and we have-l)ptions. We can own feWer cars,~ can pS~rk:irl our 
garages, we ca.n·blcyele-or Milk -or use 1tle b1.1sses, and ·iHiving in 
Venice becomes.truly·un_bearable, we .can ~inly 9enerate .enough 
money to-move outside the Coastal Zone. 

Local government also,has _options. It can adopt a-Local -Coastal 
Program 1hiil meets theJequiremel'lts-of the,~ Act, or it can, as 
Los Angeles:has-done, ignore the requiRilment$ at the--Coastal Aot 
and pass-the buck-to you. 

You have only one option: to upfiofd the Coastal Act and' prcteot 
access for the visiting public to an the-resources of1he Coastal Zane. 

That means you must deny the City's application to restrict public 
parking, and 1-u-rgethat: you do so. 

Thank you Tor your ~om;.lderatiory. 



jORN A. HENNING, JR. 
ATTORNEY AT LA.W 

"0 N. Swu;z~aAVE~v• 
Los A."'GELEs, CALJFOI'-NIA 90048 

'fiL.,PHQN~t (3•3) 655•6171 

E-MA Ito jloo.nniD&@planningla"'group.com 

June 11,2013 

RECEIVED 
South Coad Region 

JUN 1 2 2013 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 

RESPONSE TO JUNE 7 LETTER FROM 

PUBLIC COUNSEL 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Members ofthe California Coastal Commission 
Attn: Jack Ainsworth 
200 Oceangate, lOth Floor 
Long Beach, CA 90802-4416 

Re: ArmliWJtion of 5-08-313/A 5-VEN-08-343 City of Los Angeles Department of 
Transportation Overnight Parking District (Hearing Date: June 13, 20\3) 

Honorable Commissioners: 

I represent the Venice Stakeholders Association (VSA), which supports Overnight 
Parking Districts (OPDs) in Venice. This letter will respond to the letter dated June 7, 2013, 
from Annie Liner Marquit, Esq., of Public Counsel, which opposes OPDs. This letter 
supplements our letters of May 28, 2013, June 6, 2013, and June 9, 20!3. 

A. A "parking study" is not nece:ssan to establish the need for OPDs in Venice. 

Like several other OPD opponents, Ms. Marquit in her letter demands a "parking study" 
to es~ab!isll lh~ need for OPDs. She stal~s th~t "While the staff report references various 
complaints put forth by the Venice Stakeholders Association (the plaintiff in the lawsuit against 
the Commission over its denial of OPDs) about Santa Monica residents avoiding parking 
restrictions, airport travelers, car rental companies, boardwalk vendors, restaurant employees, 
and hotel customers, the City has off~red no evidence, such as through a parking study, to 
support their claims that these individuals are contrihuting to scarce parking in Venice." 
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As we stated in our June 6, 2013, letter in respon~e to a similar demand by Ralph Faust 
on behalf of the Venice Action Alliance, a "parking study" is not necessary to establish what is 
plainly, and painfully, obvious to all Venice residents, many of whom have communicated 
directly with the Commission: There is a dire shortage of parking within a safe distance of their 
residences, and the shortage is caused, at least in part, by vehicle dwellers, ~ommercial interests 
and out-of-towners who use the public streets to avoid permit fees and airport parking charges, 

Specifically: 

• While rnany larger RVs and campers have left Venice streets since the Oversized 
Vehicle Ordinance (OVO) was adopted in 2010, many people continue to live in 
SUVs, vans, triiCks 811d c~rs th~t ~re nat affected by the OVO. In same instancru they 
dump human sewage directly into alleys, gutters and the storm drains. 

• In the Presidents Row neighborhood between Lincoln and Abbot Kinney Boulevards, 
auto garages and car rental companies store vehicles for days. 

• Near the Venice Boardwalk, street vendors store their products overnight in vehicles 
on Windward, Westminster, Rose and Brooks avenues. 

• In the Oxford Triangle area near Marina del Rey, cars are stored on residential streets 
by LAX-bound tmveler:s looking to avoid high parking fees at the airport. 

• In the Rose Avenue neighborhood of north Venice, Santa Monica residents park 
overnight to avoid vehicle height limiis and permit fees applicable in &lnta Monk-It 

• Along the Abbot Kinney corridor, some employees and patrons of popular destination 
bars and restaurants occupy residential street parking until well after 2 AM. 

In support of its 2009 application the City did a "parking study" to show how many 
parking spaces were available to satisfy the needs of early-morning coastal visitors. However, 
that study was a simple count of vacant spaces at a certain time of day. l"fle Commission flas 
never required a ''study" to demonstrate that Venice residents need OPDs tQ park a safe distance 
from their homes. Nor has the Commission required such studies to support similar applications 
by other cities, sucb as neighboring Santa Monica, for OPD or preferential parking programs. 

Itt fact, a "study"' to detennine whether residents "need" OPDs would be an enormous 
undertaking, and its msulls would be highly suspect. To have any validity, such a study would 
necessarily have to detennine how many non-resident vehicles arc now parking overnight in 
Venice, and why. Trained field researchers would have to observe literally hu[ldreds of blocks 
over long periods of time. The researcher:s would have "stake out" each street, watching for 
vehicles parking, and then catch the owners to interview them. They would then have to rely on 
the owners to give them honest answers about why they are parking on the street. Yet if a 
researcher were to approach someone who is parking a vehicle to use it for commercial storage, 
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or to avoid parking fees at LAX, or to lodge in it, why would that person tell the researcher that 
infonnation? 

Rather than assigning an unachievable task to outside reS<:archers, the Commission 
should look to the residents of Venice themselves, as the City did when it adopted its ordinance 
and resolutions establishing OPDs in Venice. The residents collectively have a good sense of 
what is happening on their streets, and they know when parking is being taken by non-resident 
vehicles, whether they be vehicle dwellers, commercial interests, or LAX travelers. Thus, these 
residents' reports are more valuable than any independent "study." The record in support of this 
application contains hundreds of pages of just such observations. That is all that is necessary. 

B. Citv lots 759 and 760, accounting for 115 parking spaces, are not presently 
available to early-morning visitors and would be made available under the 
City's latest mitigation package. 

In her letter, Ms. Marquit criticizes the mitigation package offered by the City on the 
ground that two of the six City parking lots- Lot 759 and Lot 760, accounting for 115 parking 
spaces total- are already available to the public 24 hours a day, and thus would not be added to 
the parking supply available to early-morning coastal visitors. This criticism may seem justified, 
as the Commission staff report states that this is the case. However, the staff report is in error in 
this regard, 

In fact, both Lot 759 and 760 are presently posted with signs reading "No Parking 2 A.M 
to 6 A.M." The City included these two lots in its latest mitigation package because it is 
prepared to remove this restriction and make all 115 spaces available 24 hours a day - lo coastal 
visitors, residents and others. Moreover, since the City has indicated that it will soon be 
metering these spaces, it is likely that at many of them will be available to early-morning coastal 
~isil\:m,, as mcter<ld SfUICCS are not appealing to residents am! others parking overnight or for 
longer periods. 

C. Conclusion, 

Ms. Marquit's letter does not raise any objections that warrant denial or delay. The 
Commission should proceed to approve !ftc City's application. 

Thank you for the kind consideration of our comments on this important project. 

John A. Henning, Jr. 



Posner, Chuck@Coastal 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

MR. CHUCK POSNER 
COASTAL COMMISSIONERS 

GENTLEMEN 

venice beac~ hostel <inlo@planetvenice.com> 
Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:15 AM 
Posner, Chuck@Coastal 
REQUEST- BY HARMED TOURIST BUSINESS- TO DENY APPUCATION FOR OVERNIGHT 
PARKING DISTRia- VENICE 

I AM A SMALL BUSINESSMAN AND I HAVE A TOURIST BUSINESS, THE VENICE BEACH HOSTEL 

AN OVERNIGHT PARKING DISTRICT WILL CAUSE GREAT HARM TO MY BUSINESS. IN FACT, THERE IS A 
DANGER THAT IT MAY FORCE IT TO TERMINATE AND CLOSE. 

I CATER TO A WORKING CLASS, STUDENT, LOWER MIDDLE ClASS POPULATION -AMERICAN AND FOREIGN. 
AM ONE OF ONLY 2 SUCH TOURIST BUSINESSES LEFT AT VENICE BEACH -ALL OTHERS HAVING BEEN 
PRICED OUT OF THE AREA 

I OPERATE OUT OF AN ORIGINAL VENICE IN AMERICA BUILDING WHICH IS +1-100 YEARS OLD IT HAS NO 
PARKING IT IS A BUILDING THAT CAN ONLY REMAIN ECONOMICALLY VIABLE WITH STREET PARKING 
AVAILABLE. 

AN OVERNIGHT PARKING DISTRICT- IN VENICE VIOLATES THE LETIER AND SPIRIT OF THE CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL ACT AND THE OATH THE COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF TOOK TO UPHOLD THE ACT: 

" IT DIRECTLY CUTS OFF ACCESS TO VENICE BEACH COASTAL USAGE BY TOURISTS. 

" IT DIRECTLY CUTS OFF ACCESS TO VENICE BEACH USAGE AND ALL THE PUBLIC FACILITIES PROVIDED 
AT THE BEACH FOR USAGE BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC. 

' IT EFFECTIVELY DENIES ACCESS TO VENICE BEACH BY ALL CITIZENS. CALIFORNIANS AND ESPECIALLY 
STUDENTS OF LIMITED ECONOMIC MEANS AND/OR MIDDLE CLASS MEANS. BECAUSE OF A PARKING 
EXPENSE THEY CANNOT AFFORD 

* IT DENIES ACCESS TO VENICE BEACH FOR ALL TOURISTS 0~ LIMITED ECONOMIC MEANS (AND THAT'S 
ALL OF OUR PATRONS) WHO SIMPLY CANT AFFORD TO BOTH VISIT (AND STAY) AT THE BEACH AND ALSO IN 
ADDITION PAY FOR PARKING. 

* IT IS ECONOMICALLY UNFEASIBLE FOR TOURISTS OF LIMITED ECONOMIC MEANS (AND THAT'S ALL OF 
OUR PATRONS), e.g., STUDENTS, TO PAY $18-20 A "DAY" FOR A f>RIVATE PARKING LOT -AND THEN FIND 
SOMEWHERE TO PARK AND PAY AGAIN FOR NIGHT PARKING. 

• JUST THE "DAY" PARKING CHARGE IS EFFECTIVELY THEIR COST FORACCOMODATIONS STAY IN THE 
HOSTEL 

• LOS ANGELES, MUCH LESS VENICE BEACH, IS ALREADY SO EXPENSIVE FOR SUCH TOURISTS THAT 
THE STAYS (AND USAGE) BECOME SHORTER AND SHORTER OVER THE YEARS AND MANY, CUT SHORT 
THEIR STAY (AND USAGE) OF THE COASTAL AMENITIES, BECAUSE OF THE HIGH COSTS AND MOVE ON. 

• PARKING RESTRICTIONS WILL INCREASE PARKING COSTS DRAMATICALLY- WELL PAST THE POINT 
THAT TOURISTS 0~ LIMITED ECONOMIC MEANS CAN ALSO PAY PORACCOMOOATIONS. THE 
CONSEQUENCE !lAY USAGE AND DEATH OF THE HOSTEL BUSINESS. 

• IT EFFECTIVELY SCARES OFF LOCAL ANGELINO AS WELL AS "LOCAL" CALIFORNIANS FROM USING AND 
ENJOYING VENICE BEACH, BECAUSE OF THE RISK AND COST OF TICKETING AND TOWING. 

' VENICE BEACH IS ALREADY AN AREA THAT THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES USES FOR PREDATORY 



PARKING ENFORCEMENT AND VAST MONEY COLlECTION_ 
' e.g., THERE ARE CONSTANT FOOT PATROL PARKING ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL, SUCH THAT 

THERE IS NO EFFECTIVE GRACE PERIOD ON METERED PARKING. 
" e.g., THERE IS VERY MISLEADING SIGNAGE- AT LEAST TO TOURISTS- WHERE TOURISTS BELIEVE 

THAT THE PARKING METERS MAY BE RENEWED- AND ARE NOT INFORMED THAT A VALIDLY PAID-FOR METER 
IN A "LIMITED" TIME ZONE IS A PARKING VIOLATION: A BEAUTIFUL "CATCH-22" PARKING TRAP THAT THE CITY 
GlEEFULLY TRAPS VAST NUMBERS OF TOURISTS WITH- EACH AND EVERY HOUR OF THE DAY!! 

* LOS ANGELES HAS NO EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF ITS ZONING AND BUILDING CODE 
REQUIREMENTS. VENICE IS A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF BOTH OLD CONSTRUCTION AND NEW 
CONSTRUCTION VIOLA T!NG PARKING REQUIREMENTS AND CONVERTING GARAGES INTO 
NON-PARKING USES. 

• IT IS THE !LLBGAL CONVERSION OF GARAGES TO BOOTLEG UNITS, TO GYM OR 
ENTERTAINMENT, etc. ROOMS THAT CAUSES LOCAL RESIDENTS "TO NEED" TO PARK ON THE 
StREET. 

* DENYING TOURIST USAGE TO ACCOMODA TE UPWARDLY MOBILE ECONOMICALLY 
PRIVILEGED INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES TO "HAVE THEIR CAKE [ILLEGAL CONVERSIONS OF 
PARKING] ORHAVETHEIR "OTHER CAKE" [A WORK CARANO A FUN CAR] ANDEATITTOO [ 
TURN THE PUBLIC STREETS INTO PRIVATE, PRIVILEGED PARKING] IS AN ABYSMAL 
PERVERSION OF THE PURPOSES OF THE CALIFORNIA COASTAL ACT. 

* THE COASTAL COMMISSION HAS NO EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT OF ITS PERMITS TO 
BUILD. I LIVE TN THE AREA AND EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THE DUPLEXES PERMITIED BY 
COASTAL COMMISSION HAS A BOOTLEG IN THE GARAGE LEVEL "ROOM WITH BAR 
SINK". AND THAT MEANS- NO ON-SITE PARKING FOR l'HAT "UNIT" AND THAT MEANS- THE 
VERY APPLICANTS FOR THE PARKING DISTRICT- NEED TO REMOVE FROM TI-lE PUBLIC THE 
PUBLIC PARKING- FOR THEIR PRIVATE (AND ILLEGAL) PARKTING PURPOSES. 

* SHAME ON YOU FOR CONSIDERING SUCH A TRANSFER OF THE PUBLIC GOOD TO 
PRIVATE (AND ECONOMICALLY WELJ~-OFF) GAIN. 

* THE RATIONALE FOR PARKING DISTRICTS ELSEWHERE IN THE CITY AND/OR OTHER 
JURISDICTIONS DOES NOT APPLY HERE. IN OTHER DISTRICTS, THE NEED IS TO PROTECT 
LOCAL RESIDENTS FROM OTHER PRIVATE BUSINESS ACTIVITY AND FOR PRIVATE PURPOSES. 

• HERE, THE PURPOSE OF THE DISTRICT WOULD BE LIMIT ACCESS AND USAGE OF A 
PUBLIC GOOD (NOT PRIVATE) WHICH IS SPEC!F!Ci\LL Y MANDATED BY LAW TO BE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC- FOR THE PRIVATE BENEFIT OF LOCAL RESIDENTS. IT'S THE 
LAW- AND THE RATIONALE FOR SUCH DISTRICTS - TURNED ON ITS HEAD. 

DENY TIIIS APPLICATION. 
* IT VIOLATES THE SPIRIT AND THE PURPOSES OF THE COASTAL ACT. 
* IT TRANSFERS A PUBLIC GOOD, PUBLIC PARKING, TO PRIVATE BENEFIT. 
* IT CLOSES OFF THE ENJOYMENT AND USAGE OF TliE BEACH AS A DESTINATION PLACE 

TO STAY. 
* IT EFFECTIVELY LIMITS THE BEACH TO DAY USE. 
• IT DENIES BOTH DAY AND OVERNIGHT USE OF TilE BEACH AND ITS PUBUC FACILITIES 

TO TOURISTS. 
• lT EFFECTIVELY BANS ON-LOCAL STUDENTS FROM THE BEACH. 
• IT IS ECONOMICAlLY DEVASTATING TO SOME BUSINESSES, SUCH AS OUR HOSTEL 
• IT DESTROYS TilE VALUE OF THE REMAINING VENICE IN AMERICA BUILDING STOCK 

(A.ND WILL HASTEN, OUT OF COASTAL COMMISSION FORCED ACTION, REMOVAL AND 
R..EPLACEMENH 

' 



THANK YOU. 

MARKWURM 
VENICE BEACH HOSTEL 
1515 PACIFIC AVE. 
(comer of Wi~dward Ave.) 
VENICE, CA 90291 
direct cell: 310.895.6275 
info@planetvenice.com 
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STAFF REPORT:  REGULAR CALENDAR (DUAL PERMIT) 
AND APPEAL - DE NOVO REVIEW 

 
Application No.: 5-08-313 Appeal No.:   A-5-VEN-08-343 
 
Applicant: City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation 
 
Agent: Tamara Martin, LADOT Management Analyst 
 
Location: Public streets throughout the Venice and Marina del Rey (Villa Marina) 

area, City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County. 
 
Project Description:  Establish Overnight Parking District (OPD) Nos. 523 and 526 with early morning 

parking restrictions on public streets, and the erection of signs for such.  OPD No. 523, which 
covers the Venice area seaward of Lincoln Blvd., imposes the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 
5AM Nightly - Vehicles with District Permits Exempted”.  OPD No. 526, which covers the 
Marina del Rey area inland of Lincoln Blvd., imposes the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 
6AM Nightly - Vehicles with District Permits Exempted”.  The proposal also includes the 
establishment of new Bicycle Share Program and bicycle lanes on segments of five existing 
streets, and the identification of 351 specific on-street parking spaces near the shoreline 
(including 285 metered spaces) where permits will not be required for parking.  Overnight 
and/or early morning public parking will also be allowed (without permits) in six public 
parking lots operated by the City. 

 
Staff Recommendation: Approval with Conditions 
 
 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
On June 11, 2009, the Commission denied coastal development permit applications by the City of Los 
Angeles to establish overnight parking districts in the Venice neighborhood of the City of Los Angeles.  
The Venice Stakeholders Association filed suit challenging the Commission’s denial of the permit 
applications.  The City of Los Angeles also filed a cross-complaint challenging the Commission’s 
action.  On June 2, 2010, the City submitted a revised permit application to establish an overnight 
parking district for the Venice neighborhood consistent with the modified OPD proposal described in a 
proposed settlement agreement.  On June 10, 2010, after a public hearing on the matter, the Commission 
again denied coastal development permit applications. 
 
The primary Coastal Act issue raised in the prior public hearings was whether the proposed permit 
parking program could conform with the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.  The 
Commission was concerned that the early morning parking restrictions would adversely affect the 
public’s ability to utilize public street parking that supports access to coastal recreation areas (for 
surfing, swimming, walking, exercising, fishing, etc.) in the early morning hours.  [Cont. on Page 2] 

Staff: C. Posner -LB 
Staff Report: 5/31/2013 
Hearing Date: June 13, 2013 Th10a 

mfrum
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http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2013/6/Th10a-6-2013-a1.pdf
http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2013/6/Th10a-6-2013-a2.pdf
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The parties in the lawsuit (Venice Stakeholders Association, City of Los Angeles, and the Coastal 
Commission) have reached a settlement agreement.  The settlement agreement provides for the 
applications to be remanded to the Commission and for the Commission to review the City’s revised 
proposal.  The City’s proposal would create a process for prohibiting parking on public streets during 
early morning hours (2AM to 5/6AM) on individual blocks located within the boundaries of the districts.  
Exhibit No. 1 depicts the boundaries of the proposed parking districts.  Residents’ vehicles displaying 
parking district permits would be exempt from the parking prohibitions. 
 
The City’s revised proposal includes specific measures to mitigate the permit parking program’s 
anticipated impacts on the public on-street parking supply.  Specifically, the City has identified 351 on-
street parking spaces near the shoreline (including 285 metered spaces) where permits will not be 
required for parking.  Additionally, the City has also agreed to establish a new Bicycle Share Program 
and new bicycle lanes on segments of five existing streets.  Furthermore, the City proposes to modify 
the operation (i.e., fees, hours of operation, and parking time limits) of six public parking lots to ensure 
that additional off-street parking will be available for early morning beachgoers and others who do not 
have the necessary parking permits. 
 
Staff is recommending that the Commission approve the coastal development permits for the proposed 
permit parking program with special conditions to ensure that the public will continue to be able to 
access the shoreline recreation areas in the early morning hours.  The recommended special conditions 
begin on Page Three. 
 
See Page Four for the motions to carry out the staff recommendation. 
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I. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTION 
 
Motion 1:  "I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Application 

No. 5-08-313 pursuant to the staff recommendation.” 
 
Motion 2:  "I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit Application 

No. A-5-VEN-08-343 pursuant to the staff recommendation.” 
 
Staff recommends YES votes.  Passage of these motions will result in approval of the permits as 
conditioned and adoption of the following resolution and findings.  Each motion passes only by 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present. 
 

Resolution:  The Commission hereby approves a coastal development permit for the proposed 
development and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as 
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local 
Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3.  Approval of the permit complies 
with the California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation measures 
and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects 
of the development on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible mitigation measures or 
alternatives that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on 
the environment. 

 
 
II. STANDARD CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following standard conditions: 
 
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment.  The permit is not valid and development shall not 

commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized agent, acknowledging 
receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and conditions, is returned to the Commission 
office. 

 
2. Expiration.  If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years from the date 

on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall be pursued in a diligent 
manner and completed in a reasonable period of time. Application for extension of the permit must 
be made prior to the expiration date. 

 
3. Interpretation.  Any questions of intent of interpretation of any condition will be resolved by the 

Executive Director or the Commission. 
 
4. Assignment.  The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee files with 

the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the permit. 
 
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land.  These terms and conditions shall be perpetual, and it is 

the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all future owners and possessors of the 
subject property to the terms and conditions. 
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III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
 
This permit is granted subject to the following special conditions: 
 
1. Approved Development.  Coastal Development Permits 5-08-313 and A-5-VEN-08-343 approve 

the establishment of Overnight Parking District Nos. 523 and 526 with early morning parking 
restrictions on public streets, and the erection of signs for such.  OPD No. 523, which covers the 
Venice area seaward of Lincoln Blvd., imposes the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 5AM Nightly 
- Vehicles with District Permits Exempted”.  OPD No. 526, which covers the Marina del Rey area 
inland of Lincoln Blvd., imposes the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 6AM Nightly - Vehicles 
with District Permits Exempted”.  The proposal also includes the establishment of new bicycle 
lanes on segments of five existing streets and the identification of 351 on-street parking spaces 
near the shoreline (including 285 metered spaces) where permits will not be required for parking. 

 
All development must occur in strict compliance with the special conditions and the final plans 
approved by the Executive Director.  Any deviation from the approved Overnight Permit Parking 
Program (e.g., change in hours or district boundaries, changes to proposed or deviation from the 
operation of Public Parking Lot Nos. 616, 617, 731, 759, 760 & 761 as described in Special 
Condition Two shall be submitted for review by the Executive Director to determine whether an 
amendment to this coastal development permit is necessary pursuant to the requirements of the 
Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations.  If the Executive Director determines that an 
amendment is necessary, no changes shall be made until a permit amendment is approved by the 
Commission and issued by the Executive Director. 

 
2. Operation of Public Parking Lots.  Upon implementation of permit parking restrictions in OPD 

No. 523, the City shall install and maintain automated kiosks that accept cash, coins, debit cards 
and credit cards to allow for pre-paid public parking in Public Parking Lot Nos. 616, 617, 731, 
759, 760 and 761.  The City shall also post signs in each parking lot (at the entrance and exit of the 
parking lot and within each parking lot) which clearly announce the following: 

 
a) The existence of the parking stalls that are being provided in each lot to serve beachgoers 

during the early morning hours when on-street parking is unavailable, the parking fee rates, 
and the maximum parking time limits. 

 
b) Parking Lot No. 761 shall remain open and available 24 hours a day for public parking.  All 

parking stalls shall have a four-hour maximum time limit. 
 

c) Parking Lot No. 731 shall open daily by 1 a.m. with at least twenty stalls made available for 
pre-paid parking up to twelve-hours.  The regular daily parking rate may be charged for 
vehicles entering after 7 a.m. 

 
d) Parking Lot Nos. 616 and 617 shall open at 4 a.m. and allow a minimum of four-hour 

parking for early morning beach goers who park their vehicles before 6 a.m. 
 

e) Parking Lot Nos. 759 and 760 shall remain open and available 24 hours a day for public 
parking. 

 
The automated kiosks shall be installed and the signs shall be posted in the parking lots prior to, or 
concurrent with implementation of permit parking restrictions in OPD No. 523 pursuant to the 
implementation of the approved Overnight Permit Parking Program.  The parking lots shall be 
operated and maintained consistent with this condition. 
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3. Commission Notification - Annual Reports.  The City shall provide written notice to the 

Executive Director of the Commission of the date that overnight permit parking restrictions are 
implemented on any street within the approved Overnight Parking Districts.  In addition, the City 
shall provide an annual report to the Commission at the end of each year which documents where 
and when signs for OPD parking restrictions were installed during the year. 

 
4. Time Limit on Overnight Permit Parking Program.  The Commission's approval for the 

Overnight Permit Parking Program shall expire five years after the date of the Commission's 
approval, unless the Commission approves a new coastal development permit or a permit 
amendment to extend the time limit.  If the permittee submits a new permit application or a permit 
amendment request before expiration of the time limit, the Executive Director may authorize the 
program to continue as authorized by this coastal development permit until the Commission can 
act on the future permit application or amendment request.  The City must provide evidence, as 
part of any new permit or amendment request, which demonstrates whether or not the parking 
restrictions implemented in the approved OPD are negatively impacting coastal access. 

 
The application for a new permit or permit amendment shall include a parking study which 
documents the availability of public parking (i.e., vacant parking stalls), or lack thereof, between 
the hours of 4 a.m. and 7 a.m. within OPD No. 523.  The parking study shall include Public 
Parking Lots Nos. 616, 617, 731, 759, 760 and 761, and all on-street parking spaces (metered and 
unmetered) with 500 feet of Ocean Front Walk.  The parking space counts shall include, at a 
minimum, three non-consecutive summer weekend days between, but not including, Memorial 
Day and Labor Day.  If the Commission does not approve a new application or a permit 
amendment granting an extension of this time limit, the Overnight Permit Parking Program shall 
be discontinued, and all signs that prohibit parking without a permit shall be removed from the 
public streets. 

 
5. Bicycle Lane and Sharrow Plan.  Upon implementation of the permit parking restrictions in 

OPD No. 523, the City shall implement the proposed bicycle route and sharrow plan. 
 
6. Bicycle Share Program.  Prior to the issuance of the Coastal Development Permit, the applicant 

shall submit for the review and approval of the Executive Director, a detailed operational plan for 
the proposed Bicycle Share Program, including but not limited to the location and distribution of 
the bicycle sharing stations, hours of operation if applicable, and fee schedule if applicable.  Upon 
implementation of the permit parking restrictions in OPD No. 523, the City shall implement the 
Bicycle Sharing Program. 

 
7. Liability for Costs and Attorney’s Fees.  By acceptance of this coastal development permit, the 

applicant agrees to reimburse the Coastal Commission in full for all Coastal Commission costs 
and attorney’s fees -- including 1) those charged by the Office of the Attorney General, and 2) any 
court costs and attorney’s fees that the Coastal Commission may be required by a court to pay -- 
that the Coastal Commission incurs in connection with the defense of any action brought by a 
party other than the applicant against the Coastal Commission, its officers, employees, agents, 
successors and assigns challenging the approval or issuance of this permit.  The Coastal 
Commission retains complete authority to conduct and direct the defense of any such action 
against the Coastal Commission. 
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IV. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
 
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The City of Los Angeles proposes to establish Overnight Parking District (OPD) Nos. 523 and 526 with 
early morning parking restrictions on public streets throughout the Venice and Marina del Rey area, and 
the erection of signs for such (Exhibit #1).  The proposed OPD parking restrictions would prohibit 
nighttime and early morning parking on duly-designated public streets by non-residents and vehicles 
without permits. 
 
Proposed OPD No. 523 encompasses the City of Los Angeles area seaward (west) of Lincoln Boulevard 
that the City formerly proposed in 2008 as four separate parking districts: OPD Nos. 520, 521, 522 and 
523 (Exhibit #3).  The signs in OPD No. 523 would impose the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 5AM 
Nightly - Vehicles with District 523 Permits Exempted”. 
 
Proposed OPD No. 526 covers segments of four City of Los Angeles streets inland of Lincoln 
Boulevard in the Marina del Rey area: La Villa Marina, Fiji Way, Admiralty Way and Mindanao Way 
(Exhibit #3).  The signs in OPD No. 526 would impose the restriction: “No Parking 2AM to 6AM 
Nightly - Vehicles with District 526 Permits Exempted”. 
 
The City’s proposal also includes a suite of OPD mitigation measures to be implemented at the same 
time as the OPDs in order to improve the public’s ability to access Venice Beach.  The proposed OPD 
mitigation measures include the establishment of new bicycle lanes on four existing streets and the 
identification of specific on-street parking spaces near the shoreline where permits will not be required 
for parking (Exhibit #2).  Overnight and/or early morning public parking will also be allowed (without 
permits) in six public parking lots operated by the City.  [See OPD Mitigation Measures below for more 
detail]. 
 
The City states that the parking prohibitions would not be implemented throughout an entire district all 
at once.  Instead, the City would post the permit parking signs on a block-by-block basis, upon written 
request from the 11th District City Council Office.  The City has indicated that the parking prohibitions 
would be implemented only on blocks where at least two-thirds of the residents who reside on that 
block sign a petition requesting the implementation of the permit parking system.  Parking permits will 
not be required to park a vehicle in any off-street public parking lots, as the public parking lots will not 
be subject to the proposed overnight parking prohibition.  Only persons who reside in a residential 
building within OPD Nos. 523 and 526 will be able to purchase a district parking permit which will 
exempt their vehicle from the proposed overnight parking prohibition in each respective district. 
 
The City is requesting approval to implement the proposed OPDs because of residents’ complaints 
about scarce on-street parking being occupied by nonresidents’ vehicles, including:  Santa Monica 
residents trying to avoid vehicle size limits and parking permit fees, airport travelers who store their cars 
in the Villa Marina and Oxford Triangle areas while they are out of town, car rental companies and 
fleets, vendors who store products overnights in trucks near the boardwalk, employees of restaurants 
and bars, and hotel customers looking for free parking (Exhibit #5). 
 
Another concern is that people are living out of their cars on residential streets.  As part of the effort to 
address people living out of their vehicles, the City in 2010 implemented an oversized vehicle ordinance 
and a “Vehicles-to-Homes” program (Ordinance Nos. 181218 and 181413).  Since 2010, Oversize 
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Vehicle Restrictive Signs have been installed on approximately 110 blocks within the OPD boundaries 
(Exhibit #3).  As a result, about two hundred oversize vehicles have relocated; opening the equivalent of 
approximately 320 parking spaces for regular-sized vehicles.  In addition, the efforts undertaken by 
Council District 11 have improved social services available in the area by assisting residents living in 
their vehicles.  This has played a significant role in overcoming problems associated with individuals 
sleeping in cars during nighttime hours.  Comments made by the members of the public and California 
Coastal Commissioners at the prior OPD public hearings in 2009 and 2010 played a role in creating the 
program.  There were 158 participants in the Vehicles-to-Homes program between January 1, 2011 and 
June 30, 2012. 
 

Proposed OPD Mitigation Measures – Preserved On-Street Parking 
 
In order to address the proposed permit parking program’s impact on the public parking supply on which 
early morning beachgoers depend, the City’s revised proposal includes mitigation measures which are 
intended to improve coastal access and ensure that early-morning beach goers will be able to find a 
parking spot.  These mitigation measures include a Bicycle Share Program, new bicycle lanes, and the 
provision of public parking (on-street and off-street) where parking permits will not be required. 
 
The City has identified 351 on-street parking spaces within two to three blocks of the beach where 
permits will not be required for parking (Exhibit #2).  These 351 public on-street parking spaces are on 
non-residential segments of roads on which the city will not impose the OPD parking restrictions (i.e., 
no permit required).  These parking spaces, however, are subject to other restrictions such as hourly 
limits, and/or the requirement to pay a parking meter between the hours of 8AM and 6PM.  Of the 351 
parking spaces identified, 285 of them are metered spaces (Exhibit #2).  Some of the unmetered spaces 
are loading zones (yellow curb) where nighttime and early morning parking is allowed. 
 
The City will exclude the following segments of roads from the imposition of OPD restrictions: 
 

• Navy St. from Main St. to Pacific Ave. (5 metered spaces) 
• Main St. from Rose Ave. to Marine Ave. (30 metered spaces) 
• Rose Ave. from Hampton Dr. to Pacific Ave. (9 metered spaces) 
• Main St. from Sunset Ave. to Rose Ave. (30 metered spaces) 
• Sunset Ave. from Main St. to Hampton Dr. (11 unmetered spaces) 
• Main St. from Thornton Pl. and Sunset Ave. (11 unmetered spaces- west side only) 
• Main St. from Club House Ave. to Brooks Ave. (22 unmetered spaces – east side only) 
• Main St. from Westminster Ave. to Club House Ave. (14 unmetered spaces) 
• Main St. from Windward Ave. to Market St. (5 metered spaces) 
• Windward Ave. from Main St. to Ocean Front Walk. (49 metered & 2 unmetered spaces) 
• Main St. from Venice Way to Windward Ave. (7 metered spaces) 
• Venice Way from Pacific Ave. to Main St. (4 metered & 3 unmetered spaces) 
• North Venice Blvd. from Pacific Ave. to Speedway. (7 metered spaces) 
• Washington Blvd. from Palawan Way to Ocean Front Walk. (139 metered & 3 unmetered 

spaces) 
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City Parking Lot Modifications 
 
The City proposes to modify the operation (i.e., fees, hours of operation, and parking time limits) of six 
public parking lots in Venice to ensure that parking will be available for early morning beachgoers and 
residents without parking permits during the times when non-residents will be prohibited from parking 
their vehicles on the street.  See the map attached as Exhibit #3.  Two of the six public parking lots that 
are situated one block inland of the beach, Parking Lot Nos. 761 and 731, will be operated so that 
parking will be available specifically for early morning beachgoers. 
 
The City is proposing to modify the operation of six off-street parking lots as follows: 
 

• Lot No. 761:  A 14-stall lot, located one block inland of the beach on the corner of Windward 
Avenue and Pacific Avenue, will be a 24/7 (24 hours a day/7 days a week) pay lot with an 
automated pay kiosk (now it is free from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.).  All fourteen parking stalls will 
have a four-hour limit in order create turnover, even at night.  The four-hour limit will 
prevent nearby residents from using the lot to store their cars all night. 

 

• Lot No. 731:  A 177-stall lot, located one block inland of the beach on the corner of North 
Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue, currently has automated pay kiosk and an attendant on 
some days.  Lot No. 731 will continue to close at 11 p.m., but will re-open at 1 a.m. with at 
least twenty twelve-hour stalls made available for early morning beachgoers.  The remaining 
stalls will be four-hour stalls.  The daily rate is charged after 9 a.m., except for those in the 
twenty twelve-hour stalls which have already pre-paid the parking fee at the kiosk. 

 

• Lot No. 616:  A 29-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along Electric 
Avenue, a former Red Car right-of-way, will close each night at 2 a.m. and re-open at 4 a.m.  
Once it opens at 4 a.m. the lot will be available for early-morning parking.  All parking stalls 
will allow at least four hours of parking if the stall is occupied before 6 a.m.  This free 
unmetered parking lot is currently closed nightly between the hours of 2 a.m. and 7 a.m. 

 

• Lot No. 617:  A 22-stall lot next to Lot No. 616 along Electric Avenue will also close each 
night at 2 a.m.  Once it opens at 4 a.m. the lot will be available for early-morning parking.  
All parking stalls will allow at least four hours of parking if the stall is occupied before 6 a.m.  
This free unmetered parking lot is currently closed nightly between the hours of 2 a.m. and 7 
a.m. 

 

• Lot No. 759:  An unimproved 66-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along 
Electric Avenue, allows free general public parking 24/7.  Although the City plans to install 
parking meters in this lot in the near future, the parking lot will continue to operate 24/7 and 
the City will allow residents to store their cars in this lot at night. 

 

• Lot No. 760:  An unimproved 49-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along 
Electric Avenue, allows free general public parking 24/7.  Although the City plans to install 
parking meters in this lot in the near future, the parking lot will continue to operate 24/7 and 
the City will allow residents to store their cars in this lot at night. 

 
Parking Lot No. 740, a 41-stall lot located on the corner of Rose Avenue and Pacific Avenue, is not part 
of the proposed mitigation measures and the City is not proposing any changes to the operation of this 
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lot.  This parking lot allows all-night free parking for the general public on a first-come, first-served 
basis.  Nearby residents will be allowed to store their cars at night in this lot, as is currently allowed. 
 

Bicycle Safety Improvements and Bicycle Share Program 
 
The City is also proposing to implement a Transportation Demand Management tool to encourage 
bicycling by implementing a Bicycle Share Program and by installing the following bicycle facilities in 
the Venice Beach area throughout the proposed OPD boundaries: 
 
 New bike lanes on segments of five existing streets (Exhibit #4): 
 

• Rose Ave. between Lincoln Blvd. and Ocean Front Walk. (Bike Lane and Sharrow) 
• Market St. between Main St. and Cabrillo Ave. (Bike Lanes) 
• Grand Blvd. between Main St. and Venice Blvd. (Bike Lanes) 
• Venice Way between Main St. and Venice Blvd. (Bike Lanes) 
• Windward Ave. between Main St. and Cabrillo Ave. (Bike Lanes) 

 
Bikes lanes already exist on Washington Boulevard and Via Dolce, and the beach bike path runs from 
Santa Monica to the Venice Pier at Washington Boulevard.  The City estimates that the proposed 
installation of the new bike lanes will result in the loss of approximately eight on-street parking spaces. 
 
In addition, the City proposes to paint Sharrows (shared-lane markings) on segments of several existing 
streets to improve safety of bicyclists.  Sharrows are markings that are painted (typically green) in 
existing vehicular traffic lanes to indicate that a bicyclist may use the full lane. 
 
 Sharrows will be painted on the following segments of existing streets (Exhibit #4): 
 

• Rose Ave. between Lincoln Blvd. and Ocean Front Walk 
• Abbot Kinney Blvd. between South Venice Blvd. and Washington Blvd. 
• Ocean Ave. between Washington Blvd. and South Venice Blvd. 
• Mildred Ave. between Ocean Ave. and Washington Blvd. 
• Pacific Ave. between Windward Ave. and Washington Blvd. 
• Windward Ave. between Pacific Ave. and Ocean Front Walk 

 
The City will implement the proposed OPD mitigation measures at its discretion within five years of the 
Commission’s approval of this permit application. 
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B. PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION 
 
The public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act require that maximum access and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided and that development shall not interfere with such access. 
 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution, 
maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational opportunities shall 
be provided for all the people consistent with public safety needs and the need to protect 
public rights, rights of private property owners, and natural resource areas from overuse. 

 
Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired 
through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand and 
rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

 
Section 30212.5 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking areas or facilities, 
shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate against the impacts, social and 
otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of any single area. 

 
Section 30213 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where 
feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are preferred.  
The commission shall not: (1) require that overnight room rentals be fixed at an amount 
certain for any privately owned and operated hotel, motel, or other similar visitor-serving 
facility located on either public or private lands; or (2) establish or approve any method for 
the identification of low or moderate income persons for the purpose of determining 
eligibility for overnight room rentals in any such facilities. 

 
Section 30214 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

(a) The public access policies of this article shall be implemented in a manner that takes into 
account the need to regulate the time, place, and manner of public access depending on the 
facts and circumstances in each case including, but not limited to, the following:  
(1) Topographic and geologic site characteristics.  
(2) The capacity of the site to sustain use and at what level of intensity.  
(3) The appropriateness of limiting public access to the right to pass and repass depending 
on such factors as the fragility of the natural resources in the area and the proximity of the 
access area to adjacent residential uses.  
(4) The need to provide for the management of access areas so as to protect the privacy of 
adjacent property owners and to protect the aesthetic values of the area by providing for the 
collection of litter.  
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(b) It is the intent of the Legislature that the public access policies of this article be carried 
out in a reasonable manner that considers the equities and that balances the rights of the 
individual property owner with the public's constitutional right of access pursuant to Section 
4 of Article X of the California Constitution. Nothing in this section or any amendment 
thereto shall be construed as a limitation on the rights guaranteed to the public under 
Section 4 of Article X of the California Constitution.  
(c) In carrying out the public access policies of this article, the commission and any other 
responsible public agency shall consider and encourage the utilization of innovative access 
management techniques, including, but not limited to, agreements with private organizations 
which would minimize management costs and encourage the use of volunteer programs. 

 
Section 30220 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational activities that cannot readily be 
provided at inland water areas shall be protected for such uses. 

 
Section 30221 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational use and 
development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or commercial 
recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is already adequately 
provided for in the area. 

 
Section 30223 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses shall be reserved for such uses, 
where feasible. 

 
Section 30224 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Increased recreational boating use of coastal waters shall be encouraged, in accordance 
with this division, by developing dry storage areas, increasing public launching facilities, 
providing additional berthing space in existing harbors, limiting non-water-dependent land 
uses that congest access corridors and preclude boating support facilities, providing harbors 
of refuge, and by providing for new boating facilities in natural harbors, new protected water 
areas, and in areas dredged from dry land. 

 
Section 30252 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to 
the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing 
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that will 
minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing nonautomobile circulation within the 
development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of 
serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential for public 
transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) assuring that the 
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal recreation areas by 
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correlating the amount of development with local park acquisition and development plans 
with the provision of onsite recreational facilities to serve the new development. 

 
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

New development shall:  
(1) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard.  
(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to 
erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural 
landforms along bluffs and cliffs.  
(3) Be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or the State 
Air Resources Control Board as to each particular development.  
(4) Minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.  
(5) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods which, because of 
their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses. 

 
The primary Coastal Act issue is whether the proposed permit parking program conforms with the 
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act.  The early morning parking restrictions could 
adversely affect the public’s ability to utilize public street parking that supports access to coastal 
recreation areas (for surfing, swimming, walking, exercising, fishing, etc.) in the early morning hours. 
 
The certified City of Los Angeles Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice also contains policies that protect 
access to the coast and public parking facilities.  Those policies are listed in Section C (Local Coastal 
Program) of this staff report.  The standard of review for the coastal development permits is the Chapter 
3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
The City is requesting approval to implement the proposed OPDs because of residents’ complaints 
about scarce on-street parking being occupied by nonresidents’ vehicles, including:  Santa Monica 
residents trying to avoid vehicle size limits and parking permit fees, airport travelers who store their cars 
in the Villa Marina and Oxford Triangle areas while they are out of town, car rental companies and 
fleets, vendors who store products overnights in trucks near the boardwalk, employees of restaurants 
and bars, and hotel customers looking for free parking (Exhibit #5). 
 
The City is proposing to prohibit non-residents from parking their vehicles at un-metered street spaces, 
but only during the early morning hours between 2 a.m. and 5 a.m. in OPD No. 523 between 2 a.m. and 
6 a.m. in OPD No. 526.  The public streets will re-open for use by the general public, on a first-come, 
first-served basis, daily at 5 a.m. or 6 a.m.  The visiting public depends on the use of the un-metered 
street spaces for access to coastal recreation areas (for surfing, swimming, walking, exercising, fishing, 
etc.) in the early morning hours before the public beach parking lots open at 6 a.m.  The on-street 
parking is also free all day, as opposed to the $4-$12 daily flat fee charged for parking in the public 
beach parking lots.  The proposed parking restrictions will adversely impact the public’s ability to 
access the shoreline in the early morning hours unless adequate mitigation is provided. 
 
The City’s OPD proposal includes specific measures to mitigate the permit parking program’s impact 
on the public parking supply.  First, the City has identified 351 on-street parking spaces within two to 
three blocks of the beach where permits will not be required for parking (Exhibit #2).  These 351 public 
on-street parking spaces are on non-residential segments of roads on which the city will not impose the 
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OPD parking restrictions (i.e., no permit required).  These parking spaces, however, are subject to other 
restrictions such as hourly limits, and/or the requirement to pay a parking meter between the hours of 8 
a.m. and 6 p.m.  Of the 351 parking spaces identified, 285 of them are metered spaces (Exhibit #2).  
Some of the unmetered spaces are loading zones (yellow curb) where nighttime and early morning 
parking is allowed. 
 
The close proximity of these 351 on-street parking spaces to the beach, and the fact that they extend 
along the shoreline of OPD No. 523 (North Venice Beach), make them ideal parking spaces for early 
morning visitors, surfers and anglers (in addition to residents who lack parking permits).  These spaces 
are also ideal because a high percentage of them are likely to be available for early morning beachgoers 
because they would be free between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m.  A parking availability study conducted in the 
month of June 2008 found that at 4:30 a.m., 119 metered spaces out of 180 spaces within two blocks of 
the beach (i.e., 2/3 of the spaces) were vacant (VSA Parking Study 2008). 
 
Second, the City will modify the operation (i.e., fees, hours of operation, and parking time limits) of six 
public parking lots in Venice to ensure that parking will be available for early morning beachgoers and 
residents without parking permits during the times when non-residents will be prohibited from parking 
their vehicles at un-metered street spaces (Exhibit #3).  Two of the six public parking lots that are 
situated one block inland of the beach, Parking Lot Nos. 761 and 731, will be operated so that parking 
will be available specifically for early morning beachgoers.  There are also three paved parking lots on 
the beach that are managed by the County of Los Angeles Department of Beaches and Harbors, located 
on the beach at Rose Avenue, North Venice Boulevard and at Washington Boulevard/Venice Pier.  The 
three County beach parking lots, however, do not open until 6 a.m., so beachgoers arriving before 6 a.m. 
are not able to use them. 
 
Third, the City will establish a Bicycle Share Program, add new bicycle lanes on segments of five 
existing streets, and paint sharrows (shared-lane markings) on segments of several existing streets to 
improve safety of bicyclists (Exhibit #4).  The City estimates that approximately eight on-street parking 
spaces will be eliminated by the new bike lanes.  The proposed provision of additional bike lanes and 
bicycle safety measures will encourage people to leave their cars at home and improve the public’s 
ability to access the shoreline without driving and needing a parking spot.  Coastal Act Sections 30252 
and 30253 call for the provision of non-automobile circulation and minimizing vehicle miles traveled.  
The proposed bicycle improvements will help to minimize vehicle miles traveled. 
 
The City’s Overnight Parking Program is designed to allow for wide areas to be designated for possible 
installation of blocks with restrictive signs, exempting residents with parking permits.  Once an area has 
been designated as an OPD, signs can only be installed to restrict parking when the City has verified 
petitions showing support by more than two thirds of the residents, based on the number of dwelling 
units, for installation of signs.  The implementation of more than 25 OPDs throughout the City indicates 
that it would take years, if not decades, before an entire neighborhood is posted with OPD signs.  The 
success of the City’s Oversize Vehicle Restriction signs in dealing with some of the social problems, as 
well as limitations to parking availability in the area, make it unlikely that there will be a large demand 
for OPD implementation.  The City asserts that the success of the City’s Oversize Vehicle Restriction 
signs (which prohibit recreational vehicles from parking on restricted streets) has freed-up an estimated 
320 on-street parking spaces that had formerly been occupied by recreational vehicles and other over-
sized vehicles. 
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When the City approved the local coastal development permits for the Overnight Parking Districts in 
November 2008, the City was counting on the hundreds of metered parking spaces and the public 
parking lots to provide an adequate parking supply for early morning beachgoers, since the number of 
early morning beachgoers driving to the beach is estimated to be no more than a few dozen (before 6 
a.m.).  The problem, however, is that there is no way to know how many of the metered parking spaces 
will be available for early morning beachgoers when the proposed permit parking program is in effect. 
 
Once the City starts to require parking permits for parking on the streets at night, the metered parking 
spaces may become more heavily used and occupied each night by those residents and non-residents 
who do not have or cannot obtain a parking permit.  The metered parking spaces may be the only place 
to park their vehicle at night in Venice if they don’t have a parking permit.  If the metered parking 
spaces become the new overnight parking areas for many of the vehicles that used to park elsewhere 
(before permits were required), then the metered parking spaces will not be available in the early 
morning hours for beachgoers. 
 
The City has acknowledged the concern about the ability of the public to access the beach in the early 
morning when the general public will be prohibited from parking on the public streets.  Therefore, the 
City is proposing to modify the operation (i.e., fees, hours of operation, and parking time limits) of six 
public parking lots in Venice to ensure that parking will be available for early morning beachgoers and 
residents without parking permits during the times when non-residents will be prohibited from parking 
their vehicles at un-metered street spaces.  Two of the six public parking lots that are situated one block 
inland of the beach, Parking Lot Nos. 761 and 731, will be operated so that parking will be available 
specifically for early morning beachgoers. 
 
The City is proposing to modify the operation of six off-street parking lots as follows: 
 

• Lot No. 761:  A 14-stall lot, located one block inland of the beach on the corner of Windward 
Avenue and Pacific Avenue, will be a 24/7 (24 hours a day/7 days a week) pay lot with an 
automated pay kiosk (now it is free from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m.).  All fourteen parking stalls will 
have a four-hour limit in order create turnover, even at night.  The four-hour limit will 
prevent nearby residents from using the lot to store their cars all night. 

 
• Lot No. 731:  A 177-stall lot, located one block inland of the beach on the corner of North 

Venice Boulevard and Pacific Avenue, currently has automated pay kiosk and an attendant on 
some days.  Lot No. 731 will continue to close at 11 p.m., but will re-open at 1 a.m. with at 
least twenty twelve-hour stalls made available for early morning beachgoers.  The remaining 
stalls will be four-hour stalls.  The daily rate is charged after 9 a.m., except for those in the 
twenty twelve-hour stalls which have already pre-paid the parking fee at the kiosk. 

 
• Lot No. 616:  A 29-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along Electric 

Avenue, a former Red Car right-of-way, will close each night at 2 a.m. and re-open at 4 a.m.  
Once it opens at 4 a.m. the lot will be available for early-morning parking.  All parking stalls 
will allow at least four hours of parking if the stall is occupied before 6 a.m.  This free 
unmetered parking lot is currently closed nightly between the hours of 2 a.m. and 7 a.m. 

 
• Lot No. 617:  A 22-stall lot next to Lot No. 616 along Electric Avenue will also close each 

night at 2 a.m.  Once it opens at 4 a.m. the lot will be available for early-morning parking.  
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All parking stalls will allow at least four hours of parking if the stall is occupied before 6 a.m.  
This free unmetered parking lot is currently closed nightly between the hours of 2 a.m. and 7 
a.m. 

 
• Lot No. 759:  An unimproved 66-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along 

Electric Avenue, allows free general public parking 24/7.  Although the City plans to install 
parking meters in this lot in the near future, the parking lot will continue to operate 24/7 and 
the City will allow residents to store their cars in this lot at night. 

 
• Lot No. 760:  An unimproved 49-stall lot, located one-quarter mile inland of the beach along 

Electric Avenue, allows free general public parking 24/7.  Although the City plans to install 
parking meters in this lot in the near future, the parking lot will continue to operate 24/7 and 
the City will allow residents to store their cars in this lot at night. 

 
Parking Lot No. 740, a 41-stall lot located on the corner of Rose Avenue and Pacific Avenue, is not part 
of the proposed mitigation measures and the City is not proposing any changes to the operation of this 
lot.  This parking lot allows all-night free parking for the general public on a first-come, first-served 
basis.  Nearby residents will be allowed to store their cars at night in this lot, as is currently allowed. 
 
Beachgoers who park their cars in the parking lots prior to 6 a.m. should be able to leave their vehicles 
for four hours while they recreate at the shoreline.  Therefore, beachgoers who park their cars in the 
parking lots prior to 6 a.m. shall not be required to return to pay additional fees or move their vehicles 
for at least four hours. 
 
Special Condition Two requires that the City manage Public Parking Lot Nos. 616, 617, 731, 759, 760 
& 761 as proposed, and post signs to inform the public of the availability of the public parking.  Since 
the time limit for parking Lot No. 761 will be four hours, there will be parking that is not be able to be 
used for all-night parking by residents who don’t have another place to park at night.  These four-hour 
parking stalls will remain open and available in the early morning hours by beachgoers. 
 
With the 5 a.m. opening of the streets near the shoreline (for public parking with no permit required), 
and with the City’s revised proposal to provide the limited-term public parking supply in Parking Lot 
Nos. 761 and 731 for early morning beachgoers, the public’s ability to access the coast is being 
protected as required by the above-stated sections of the Coastal Act. 
 
Special Condition Three requires the City to notify the Commission when it installs permit parking 
signs on each street, and the submittal of annual reports concerning the implementation of the overnight 
parking restrictions (consistent with the terms of the settlement agreement).  Special Condition Four 
limits the term of the Commission’s approval to five years so that the approved permit parking program 
can be reviewed in order to determine if there have been any changed circumstances or unforeseen 
adverse impacts to coastal resources after five years. 
 
Special Condition Five requires the City to implement the proposed bicycle route plan and Special 
Condition 6 requires the City to submit an operational plan for the proposed Bike Share Program prior 
to issuance of the coastal development permit.  The Bicycle Share Program and bicycle route plan shall 
be implemented upon implementation of the permit parking restrictions in OPD 523.  As conditioned, 
the proposed project is consistent with the Public Access and Recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 
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C. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP) 
 
Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act states: 
 

(a) Prior to certification of the Local Coastal Program, a coastal development permit shall 
be issued if the issuing agency, or the commission on appeal, finds that the proposed 
development is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 
30200) of this division and that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the 
local government to prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the 
provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200).  A denial of a coastal 
development permit on grounds it would prejudice the ability of the local government to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 30200) shall be accompanied by a specific finding which sets 
forth the basis for such conclusion. 

 
Section 30604(a) of the Coastal Act provides that the Commission shall issue a coastal development 
permit only if the project will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction to 
prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) that conforms with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
The City of Los Angeles does not have a certified Local Coastal Program for the Venice area.  The City 
of Los Angeles Land Use Plan (LUP) for Venice was effectively certified on June 14, 2001. 
 
The certified Venice LUP sets forth the following policies that are relevant to the proposed project: 
 

Policy II. A. 1. General.  It is the policy of the City to provide increased parking opportunities 
for both visitors and residents of Venice, and improve summer weekend conditions with respect 
to Venice Beach parking and traffic control. A comprehensive package of parking measures and 
strategies that addresses the needs and balances the competing demands of residents and beach 
visitors is proposed.  Parking facilities shall be increased, subject to the availability of funding, 
to meet existing unmet needs for residents and beach visitors in order to improve public access 
opportunities and reduce conflicts between residential and beach visitor parking.  Parking 
facilities for beach overload parking shall be located outside of the Beach Impact Zone.  To 
facilitate ingress and egress to the beach area, a shuttle system that serves outlying parking 
areas, lots or structures should be developed and maintained.  The development of parking 
facilities shall be consistent with Coastal Act policies. 
 
The City’s policy is to provide sufficient parking for beach goers outside of local streets, and 
encourage the use of this parking (simply restricting use of on-street parking without providing 
an alternative would diminish public access to the beach).  An integrated plan should contain the 
following types of measures: 
 
• Provision of new parking supply for beach goers; 
• Measures to encourage beach goers to use the new supply; 
• Measures to reduce parking demand; and 
• Management and coordination of the parking and traffic system. 
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Policy II. A. 6.  Preferential Parking.  Establishment of residential preferential parking districts 
shall be contingent upon replacing displaced public parking spaces with new public parking at a 
minimum one-to-one ratio. 
 
Implementation strategies 
 
To provide adequate visitor parking, the preferential parking district(s) should be operated 
as follows: 
 
- Parking restriction shall not be less than 4-hour within designated residential district(s); 
meters, if provided, shall be priced and enforced to encourage use of off-street lots and shall 
accept payment for time increments up to 4 hours. 
 
- Require that the general public maintain the right to buy a day-permit allowing parking on 
all streets within the zone. 
 
Policy II. A. 9.  Protection of Public Parking.  The following policies shall be implemented and 
enforced in order to protect and enhance public parking opportunities provided on public rights-
of-way and in off-street parking areas: 
 

a. Beach Parking Lots.  The beach parking lots located at Washington Boulevard, 
Venice Boulevard and Rose Avenue shall be protected for long-term (4-8 hours) public 
beach parking.  No parking spaces in the beach parking lots shall be used to satisfy the 
parking requirements of Policies II.A.3 and II.A.4 (Parking for Residential, 
Commercial and Industrial Uses, etc.).  The temporary short-term lease or reservation 
of parking spaces in the beach parking lots may be permitted if the proposed temporary 
use of the parking supply does not conflict with the need for public parking by beach 
goers.  Any proposal to allow overnight residential parking in the beach parking lots 
shall include provisions to enforce a prohibition against the storage of vehicles in the 
lots during the daylight hours by non-beachgoers. 
 
b. Street Ends.  It is the policy of the City to not permit privatization of street ends.  
Public parking opportunities shall be protected and encouraged at improved and 
unimproved street-ends that abut Ocean Front Walk and/or the beach. 
 
c. Rights-of-way.  In order to maintain and increase the public parking supply, the 
City shall maximize and protect the availability of public parking opportunities on City 
streets that currently accommodate vehicular traffic. 
 
d. Curb cuts.  In order to protect on-street parking opportunities, curb cuts shall not 
be permitted where vehicular access can be provided from an alley.  When vehicular 
access cannot be safely provided from an alley, curb cuts shall be limited to the 
minimum amount necessary to provide safe vehicular access to a site. Old curb cuts 
shall be restored to curbside public parking when feasible. 
 
e. Private parking.  Existing ordinances shall be enforced to ensure that parking 
areas situated on street-ends and on public rights-of-way are protected for public use 
and shall not be privatized or posted for private use. 
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The proposed project, only as conditioned to protect the public’s ability to access the coast, conforms to 
the policies of the certified Venice LUP.  Therefore, approval of the project, as conditioned, will not 
prejudice the ability of the local government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with the provisions 
of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
 
 
D. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) 
 
Section 13096 Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of a coastal 
development permit application to be supported by a finding showing the application, as conditioned by 
any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a proposed 
development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures 
available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effect which the activity may have on 
the environment. 
 
In this case, the City of Los Angeles is the lead agency and the Commission is the responsible agency 
for the purposes of CEQA.  The City of Los Angeles has determined that the project is exempt from 
CEQA under the Class I Categorical Exemption set forth in State CEQA Guidelines 15301 and in City 
CEQA Guidelines, Article III, 1.a.3.  Further, the proposed project, as conditioned, has been found 
consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.  All adverse impacts have been minimized by 
the recommended conditions of approval and there are no feasible alternatives or additional feasible 
mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse impact that the 
activity may have on the environment.  Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed project, as 
conditioned, can be found consistent with the requirements of the Coastal Act to conform to CEQA. 
 
 
 

Appendix A - Substantive File Documents 
 

1. City of Los Angeles certified Land Use Plan for Venice, 6/14/2001. 
2. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 08-07 (OPD 520). 
3. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 08-08 (OPD 521). 
4. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 08-09 (OPD 522). 
5. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 08-10 (OPD 523). 
6. City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. 08-11 (OPD 526). 
7. Coastal Commission Staff Report for Appeal Nos. A-5-VEN-08-340, A-5-VEN-08-341, 

A-5-VEN-08-342, A-5-VEN-08-343 & A-5-VEN-08-344 (Substantial Issue), 1/15/2009. 
8. Coastal Commission Staff Report for De Novo Review of Appeal Nos. A-5-VEN-08-

340, A-5-VEN-08-341, A-5-VEN-08-342, A-5-VEN-08-343 & A-5-VEN-08-344, 
5/21//2009. 

9. Coastal Commission Staff Report for De Novo Review of Appeal Nos. A-5-VEN-08-
340, A-5-VEN-08-341, A-5-VEN-08-342, A-5-VEN-08-343 & A-5-VEN-08-344, 
6/3//2010. 
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RAYMOND AV

SAN JUAN AV

PIER AV

IND
IAN

A C
T VENICE BLVD

SUNSET AV

MATTESON AV

DEWEY ST

HILL ST

FREDERICK ST

MILDRED AV

PIER AV
OZONE AV

PALOMA AV

±

LEGEND:

L.A. COUNTY

VENICE BEACH OPD 523

OPD 520
OPD 521
OPD 522
OPD 523
OPD 526
CITY PARKING LOT

02/09/12
02/09/12

02/09/12
02/09/12

01/
03

/11

03/04/11

03/02/11
03/02/11

NUMBER OF SPACES TO BE EXEMPTED FROM OPD

OPD 526

(COMBINED OPD 520, 521, 522 & 523)
EXHIBIT A

OPD #523



mking
Text
LEGEND:M = Metered Spaces

mking
Text
Venice Street ParkingSpaces Proposed for Exemption from Eligibility for Overnight Restriction to Assure Visitor Access



LINCOLN BLVD

ROSE AV

SPEEDWAY

MAIN ST

6TH AV

VENICE BLVD

7TH AV

BEETHOVEN ST

OCEAN FRONT WK

5TH AV

ZANJA ST

FIJI WY

4TH ST

N VENICE BLVD

ADMIRALTY WY

LA
KE

 ST

LYCEUM AV

IND
IAN

A A
V

WALGROVE AV

3RD ST

S VENICE BLVD

SUNSET AV

GLYNDON AV

GLENCOE AV

WASHINGTON ST

MAXELLA AV

NO
WITA

 PL

7TH ST

ABBOT KINNEY BLVD

4TH AV BROOKS AV

MINDANAO WY

TIVOLI AV

DELL AV

VERNON AV

INDIANA CT

ELECTRIC AV

STRONGS DR

PACIFIC AV

IDA AV

REDWOOD AV

LOUELLA AV

MAY ST

WALNUT AV

BROADWAY AV

MEIER ST

ASHLAND AV

MC CUNE AV

MOORE ST

OLIVE AV

VIA
 M

AR
IN

A

MIL
WOO

D A
V

RIA
LTO

 CT
OXFORD AV

VIA DOLCE

MARINA EXWY

WESTMINSTER AV

FLOWER AV

MARR ST

ROSE CT

DEWEY ST

CASWELL AV

PANAY WY

OCEAN AV

CA
LIF

OR
NIA

 AV

LINDEN AV

BROOKS CT

2ND ST

HAMPTON DR

MARINE ST

HILL ST

DEL REY AV

MICHAEL AV

VENICE WY

NO
WITA

 CT

11TH ST

BEACH AV

HARBOR ST

MAR
CO

 CT

BOISE AV

GRAND BLVD

CABRILLO AV

CA
LIF

OR
NIA

 CT

LUCILLE AV

RIALTO AV

GLYNDON CT

MARQUESAS WY

VERNON CT

SUNSET CT

MILDRED AV

SU
PE

RB
A C

T

ALHAMBRA CT

BALI WY

VIENNA WY
S CENTINELA AV

NAVY ST

PA
LM

S B
LV

D

BARI WY

FLOWER CT

CARTER AV

THATCHER AV

BROADWAY CT

GA
RF

IEL
D A

V

SAN JUAN AV

PACIFIC CT

STEWART AV

ASHWOOD AV

PROMENADE WY

YALE AV

WASHINGTON BLVD

MA
RC

O P
L

SAN JUAN CT

4TH CT

WADE ST

CARLTON WY

SEVILLE CT

OZONE ST

HORIZON AV

PRESTON WY

SHELL AV

PIER AV

GRAND CANAL WK

SU
PE

RB
A A

V
VE

NE
ZIA

 AV

AM
OR

OS
O C

T

WASATCH AV

ROYAL CT

APPLETON WY

VA
N B

UR
EN

 AV

VE
NE

ZIA
 CT

WOO
DL

AW
N A

V

MATTESON AV

ALLA RD

COLONIAL AV

LA VILLA MARINA

MORNINGSIDE WY

VIC
TO

RIA
 AV

CO
EU

R D
 AL

EN
E A

V

AN
GE

LU
S P

L

MC CONNELL BLVD

3RD AV

PALAWAN WY

DELL AL

FREDERICK ST

HAGER AV

HOWARD ST

5TH ST

6TH ST

ELECTRIC CT

GREENWOOD AV

MARINE PL N

EASTERN CT

ZENO PL

MILW
OO

D C
T

WASHINGTON PL

HILL CT

VIRGINIA CT

CANAL CT

GLENN AV

BO
CC

AC
CIO

 AV

MARKET ST

WOO
DL

AW
N C

T

AM
OR

OS
O P

L

SAN MIGUEL AV

WARREN AV

BARBARA AV

CR
ES

TM
OO

RE
 PL

FREY AV

MITCHELL AV

SANTA CLARA AV

CLOY AV

AN
DA

LU
SIA

 AV

HARRISON AV

FLEET ST

ALTAIR PL

RUTH AV

SUNNYSIDE AV

PENMAR AV

WINDWARD AV

CU
LVE

R B
LVD

WASHINGTON WY

DUDLEY AV

STANFORD AV

BERKELEY DR

DICKSON ST

ELKGROVE AV

CLARK AV

29TH AV

WILSON AV

CLUNE AV

27TH AV

25TH AV

HA
RD

ING
 AV

GRANADA CT

PARK AV

PENMAR CT

BEACH CT

OCEAN CT

HIGHLAND AV

IRVING TABOR CT

NEILSON WY

GRANT AV

OZONE AV

SUPERIOR AV

RENNIE AV

BOONE AV

NAVY CT

LINNIE CANAL CT

TOLEDO CT

WILSON PL

CORDOVA CT

CARROLL CANAL CT

18TH AV

17TH AV

19TH AV

W MICHAEL ST

SHORT AV

VALITA ST

SHERMAN CANAL CT

OCEAN VIEW AV

DIMMICK AV

NA
VA

RR
E C

T

NAPLES AV

APPLEBY ST

20TH AV

LINNIE CANAL WK

GALLEON ST

SANTA CLARA CT

RAYMOND AV

DILLON CT

COMMONWEALTH AV

CLEMENT AV

OAKWOOD AV

PALOMA AV

30TH AV

ROSABELL ST

24TH AV

SANBORN AV

COURTLAND ST

28TH AV

7TH CT

CARROLL CANAL W
K

BERNARD AV

23RD AV

GRAYSON AV
BUCCANEER ST

CATAMARAN ST

26TH AV

MCKINLEY AV

PRINCETON DR

SHERMAN CANAL WK

MARINE CT

OZONE CT

INNES PL

BREEZE AV

PARK PL

DRIFTWOOD ST

ELM ST

W WASHINGTON BLVD

BRYAN AV

HOWLAND CANAL CT

HOWLAND CANAL WK

18TH PL

17TH PL

OLIVE ST

MARINA CITY DR

PARK CT

19TH PL

CANAL ST

BURRELL PL

GRAND CANAL CT

ROSEWOOD AV

RIVIERA AV

NORFOLK AV

20TH PL

OXNARD AV

BARNARD WY

DOREEN PL

BURRELL ST

RAYMOND CT

ANCHORAGE ST

EASTERN CANAL WK

BEVERLY AV

MAPLEWOOD AV

DUDLEY CT

16TH ST

PLEASANT VIEW AV

HA
RD

ING
 CT

PISANI PL

VIC
TO

RIA
 CT

THORNTON AV

WALNUT CT

29TH PL

30TH PL

PALOMA CT
LOUISE AV

24TH PL

28TH PL

25TH PL

26TH PL

27TH PL

23RD PL

VIA
 R

EG
AT

A

ASHLAND PL N

BREEZE CT

VISTA PL

PROSPECT AV

GILMORE AV

OCEAN PARK PL S

PAULA DR

SHELL CT

WAVE CREST AV

FRANCES AV

OZONE PK

MARIAN PL

HURRICANE ST

MACHADO DR

COPELAND CT

STEINER AV

ZEPHYR CT

VALENCIA CT

LINDEN CT

HORIZON CT

CENTER CT

N ELECTRIC AV

5TH CT

GRAND VIEW BLVD

NELROSE AV

THORNTON CT

CLUB HOUSE AV

PROSPECT CT

OCEAN PARK BLVD

PADUA PL

THORNTON PL

CA
DIZ

 CT

PARK RW

ADMIRAL AV

EL
KL

AN
D P

L

EL
KH

AR
T P

L

ALBERTA AV

CLUB HOUSE CT

GLENAVON AV

EASTWIND ST

MANOR LN

LONGFELLOW ST

WINDWARD CT

DOUGLAS PL

GREENE AV

GLENN CT

BRENTA PL

10TH ST

CRESCENT PL

MEADE PL

NARCISSUS CT

LINDA LN

WESTMINISTER CT

SHERMAN AV

RUSKIN ST

CARROLL AV

MARIAN CT

GRAND VIEW AV

BENTLEY CT

ELKGROVE CIR

W ESPLANADE

LINCOLN CT

FERNDALE AV

GOLDSMITH ST

STRONGS PL

OAKWOOD CT

VE
NE

ZIA
 AV

CA
LIF

OR
NIA

 AV

WADE ST

HILL 
CT

OAKWOOD AV

MARINE PL N

VICTORIA AV

GRAND CANAL WK

6TH ST

INDIANA AV

5TH ST

OCEAN PARK BLVD

SU
PE

RB
A A

V

WINDWARD AV

ALHAMBRA CT

MARINE ST

5TH CT

PARK PL

CLUB HOUSE AV

W WASHINGTON BLVD

IND
IAN

A C
T

VE
RN

ON
 CT

BREEZE AV

NO
WITA

 CT

GRAND CANAL CT

VIC
TO

RIA
 AV

GRAND CANAL WK

MEIER ST

MAIN ST

MIL
WOO

D C
T

MAR
CO

 PL

MARKET ST

GRAND CANAL CT

VERNON CT

VE
RN

ON
 AV

SHERMAN AV

MAY ST

BEACH AV

EASTWIND ST

ALLA RD

REDWOOD AV

PIER AV

MARINE ST

5TH CT

OAKWOOD AV

6TH ST

EASTERN CANAL WK

GLENCOE AV

5TH ST

MOORE ST

S VENICE BLVD

GLYNDON AV

WALNUT AV

SHERMAN CANAL WK

SHELL AV

SUNSET CT

LUCILLE AV

ROSE CT

HOWLAND CANAL WK

ASHWOOD AV

PACIFIC AV

PA
LM

S B
LV

D

VIRGINIA CT

AM
OR

OS
O P

L

WINDWARD AV

MOORE ST

7TH ST

CARROLL CANAL W
K

ROSEWOOD AV

HIGHLAND AV

WAVE CREST AV

PISANI PL

LU
CIL

LE
 AV

ASHLAND AV

ROSE CT

RENNIE AV

VALENCIA CT

SUNSET AV

PROSPECT AV

LINCOLN CT

VIRGINIA CT

LINCOLN BLVD
APPLETON WY

BROOKS CT

HILL 
ST

SA
N J

UA
N A

V

28TH AV

GLENCOE AV

GRAND CANAL WK

LOUELLA AV

WASATCH AV

GREENWOOD AV

4TH CT

RIVIERA AV

SU
NS

ET
 AV

LINNIE CANAL WK

MILDRED AV

ELECTRIC CT

FRANCES AV

REDWOOD AV

VE
NE

ZIA
 CT

GRAND VIEW AV

VICTORIA AV

WALNUT CT

PALMS BLVD

MITCHELL AV

WALNUT AV

VE
RN

ON
 AV

NAVY ST

BOISE AV

WAVE CREST AV

BROOKS AV

MAPLEWOOD AV

BEACH AV

MARCO PL

PENMAR AV

MOORE ST

MEIER ST

SHELL AV

GRAND CANAL WK

RAYMOND AV

SAN JUAN AV

PIER AV

IND
IAN

A C
T VENICE BLVD

SUNSET AV

MATTESON AV

DEWEY ST

HILL ST

FREDERICK ST

MILDRED AV

PIER AV
OZONE AV

PALOMA AV

±

LEGEND:

BOUNDARY
L.A. COUNTY

VENICE BEACH OVERSIZE VEHICLE RESTRICTED AREA

BOUNDARIES:
North: Santa Monica boundary between Ocean Front Walk and Lincoln Blvd.
East: Lincoln Blvd. between Santa Monica Boundary and L. A. County Boundary
South: L. A. County Boundary between Lincoln Blvd. and Via Dolce and
            Washington Blvd. from Via Dolce to Ocean Front Walk
West: Ocean Front Walk between Washington Blvd. and Santa Monica Boundary.

CITY PARKING LOT

731

761

740

02/09/12
02/09/12

02/09/12
02/09/12

02/09/12
02/09/12

03/01/11

03/07/11

02/09/11

03/04/11

03/01/11

03/01/1112/22/11

07/13/11

03/04/11

03/01/11

03/07/11

01/03/11

07/13/11

05/15/12

02/09/12

03/04/11
03/04/11

01/
03

/11
01/

03
/11

02/04/11

07/13/11
10/27/11

03/04/11

03/02/11
03/02/11

03/02/11
03/04/11

07/13/11

12/
10/

11

12/
10

/11

01/
03/

11

03/04/11
01/03/11

12/18/10
01/03/11

03/11/11

03/07/11
03/01/11

01/03/11

07/13/11

03
/07

/11

12/
22/

10

01/03/11
01/03/11

01/03/11

01/03/11

01/03/11

01/03/1103/01/11

03/04/11

07/13/1101/19/12

04/14/12

01/01/11

03/07/11
03/07/11

03/07/11

03/07/11
07/13/11

07/13/11

03/01/11

10/27/11

10/27/11

02/09/12

03/01/12

03/01/12

03/01/12

03/04/12

SIGN INSTALLED

08/03/12

OPD 523

OPD 522

OPD 521

OPD 521

OPD 526

617
616

759

760

41 parking spaces (Excluded)

29 parking spaces (new)

22 parking spaces (new)

177 parking spaces

49 parking spaces (new)

66 parking spaces (new)

14 parking spaces

616

617

731

740

759

760

761

STREET PARKING LOTS (PART OF MITIGATION)
EXHITBIT B



LINCOLN BLVD

ROSE AV

SPEEDWAY

MAIN ST

6TH AV

VENICE BLVD

7TH AV

BEETHOVEN ST

OCEAN FRONT WK

5TH AV

ZANJA ST

FIJI WY

4TH ST

N VENICE BLVD

ADMIRALTY WY

LA
KE

 ST

LYCEUM AV

IND
IAN

A A
V

WALGROVE AV

3RD ST

S VENICE BLVD

SUNSET AV

GLYNDON AV

GLENCOE AV

WASHINGTON ST

MAXELLA AV

NO
WITA

 PL

7TH ST

ABBOT KINNEY BLVD

4TH AV BROOKS AV

MINDANAO WY

TIVOLI AV

DELL AV

VERNON AV

INDIANA CT

ELECTRIC AV

STRONGS DR

PACIFIC AV

IDA AV

REDWOOD AV

LOUELLA AV

MAY ST

WALNUT AV

BROADWAY AV

MEIER ST

ASHLAND AV

MC CUNE AV

MOORE ST

OLIVE AV

VIA
 M

AR
IN

A

MIL
WOO

D A
V

RIA
LTO

 CT
OXFORD AV

VIA DOLCE

MARINA EXWY

WESTMINSTER AV

FLOWER AV

MARR ST

ROSE CT

DEWEY ST

CASWELL AV

PANAY WY

OCEAN AV

CA
LIF

OR
NIA

 AV

LINDEN AV

BROOKS CT

2ND ST

HAMPTON DR

MARINE ST

HILL ST

DEL REY AV

MICHAEL AV

VENICE WY

NO
WITA

 CT

11TH ST

BEACH AV

HARBOR ST

MAR
CO

 CT

BOISE AV

GRAND BLVD

CABRILLO AV

CA
LIF

OR
NIA

 CT

LUCILLE AV

RIALTO AV

GLYNDON CT

MARQUESAS WY

VERNON CT

SUNSET CT

MILDRED AV

SU
PE

RB
A C

T

ALHAMBRA CT

BALI WY

VIENNA WY
S CENTINELA AV

NAVY ST

PA
LM

S B
LV

D

BARI WY

FLOWER CT

CARTER AV

THATCHER AV

BROADWAY CT

GA
RF

IEL
D A

V

SAN JUAN AV

PACIFIC CT

STEWART AV

ASHWOOD AV

PROMENADE WY

YALE AV

WASHINGTON BLVD

MA
RC

O P
L

SAN JUAN CT

4TH CT

WADE ST

CARLTON WY

SEVILLE CT

OZONE ST

HORIZON AV

PRESTON WY

SHELL AV

PIER AV

GRAND CANAL WK

SU
PE

RB
A A

V
VE

NE
ZIA

 AV

AM
OR

OS
O C

T

WASATCH AV

ROYAL CT

APPLETON WY

VA
N B

UR
EN

 AV

VE
NE

ZIA
 CT

WOO
DL

AW
N A

V

MATTESON AV

ALLA RD

COLONIAL AV

LA VILLA MARINA

MORNINGSIDE WY

VIC
TO

RIA
 AV

CO
EU

R D
 AL

EN
E A

V

AN
GE

LU
S P

L

MC CONNELL BLVD

3RD AV

PALAWAN WY

DELL AL

FREDERICK ST

HAGER AV

HOWARD ST

5TH ST

6TH ST

ELECTRIC CT

GREENWOOD AV

MARINE PL N

EASTERN CT

ZENO PL

MILW
OO

D C
T

WASHINGTON PL

HILL CT

VIRGINIA CT

CANAL CT

GLENN AV

BO
CC

AC
CIO

 AV

MARKET ST

WOO
DL

AW
N C

T

AM
OR

OS
O P

L

SAN MIGUEL AV

WARREN AV

BARBARA AV

CR
ES

TM
OO

RE
 PL

FREY AV

MITCHELL AV

SANTA CLARA AV

CLOY AV

AN
DA

LU
SIA

 AV

HARRISON AV

FLEET ST

ALTAIR PL

RUTH AV

SUNNYSIDE AV

PENMAR AV

WINDWARD AV

CU
LVE

R B
LVD

WASHINGTON WY

DUDLEY AV

STANFORD AV

BERKELEY DR

DICKSON ST

ELKGROVE AV

CLARK AV

29TH AV

WILSON AV

CLUNE AV

27TH AV

25TH AV

HA
RD

ING
 AV

GRANADA CT

PARK AV

PENMAR CT

BEACH CT

OCEAN CT

HIGHLAND AV

IRVING TABOR CT

NEILSON WY

GRANT AV

OZONE AV

SUPERIOR AV

RENNIE AV

BOONE AV

NAVY CT

LINNIE CANAL CT

TOLEDO CT

WILSON PL

CORDOVA CT

CARROLL CANAL CT

18TH AV

17TH AV

19TH AV

W MICHAEL ST

SHORT AV

VALITA ST

SHERMAN CANAL CT

OCEAN VIEW AV

DIMMICK AV

NA
VA

RR
E C

T

NAPLES AV

APPLEBY ST

20TH AV

LINNIE CANAL WK

GALLEON ST

SANTA CLARA CT

RAYMOND AV

DILLON CT

COMMONWEALTH AV

CLEMENT AV

OAKWOOD AV

PALOMA AV

30TH AV

ROSABELL ST

24TH AV

SANBORN AV

COURTLAND ST

28TH AV

7TH CT

CARROLL CANAL W
K

BERNARD AV

23RD AV

GRAYSON AV
BUCCANEER ST

CATAMARAN ST

26TH AV

MCKINLEY AV

PRINCETON DR

SHERMAN CANAL WK

MARINE CT

OZONE CT

INNES PL

BREEZE AV

PARK PL

DRIFTWOOD ST

ELM ST

W WASHINGTON BLVD

BRYAN AV

HOWLAND CANAL CT

HOWLAND CANAL WK

18TH PL

17TH PL

OLIVE ST

MARINA CITY DR

PARK CT

19TH PL

CANAL ST

BURRELL PL

GRAND CANAL CT

ROSEWOOD AV

RIVIERA AV

NORFOLK AV

20TH PL

OXNARD AV

BARNARD WY

DOREEN PL

BURRELL ST

RAYMOND CT

ANCHORAGE ST

EASTERN CANAL WK

BEVERLY AV

MAPLEWOOD AV

DUDLEY CT

16TH ST

PLEASANT VIEW AV

HA
RD

ING
 CT

PISANI PL

VIC
TO

RIA
 CT

THORNTON AV

WALNUT CT

29TH PL

30TH PL

PALOMA CT
LOUISE AV

24TH PL

28TH PL

25TH PL

26TH PL

27TH PL

23RD PL

VIA
 R

EG
AT

A

ASHLAND PL N

BREEZE CT

VISTA PL

PROSPECT AV

GILMORE AV

OCEAN PARK PL S

PAULA DR

SHELL CT

WAVE CREST AV

FRANCES AV

OZONE PK

MARIAN PL

HURRICANE ST

MACHADO DR

COPELAND CT

STEINER AV

ZEPHYR CT

VALENCIA CT

LINDEN CT

HORIZON CT

CENTER CT

N ELECTRIC AV

5TH CT

GRAND VIEW BLVD

NELROSE AV

THORNTON CT

CLUB HOUSE AV

PROSPECT CT

OCEAN PARK BLVD

PADUA PL
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 CT
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L

ALBERTA AV

CLUB HOUSE CT

GLENAVON AV

EASTWIND ST

MANOR LN

LONGFELLOW ST

WINDWARD CT

DOUGLAS PL

GREENE AV

GLENN CT

BRENTA PL

10TH ST

CRESCENT PL

MEADE PL

NARCISSUS CT

LINDA LN

WESTMINISTER CT

SHERMAN AV

RUSKIN ST

CARROLL AV

MARIAN CT

GRAND VIEW AV

BENTLEY CT

ELKGROVE CIR

W ESPLANADE

LINCOLN CT

FERNDALE AV

GOLDSMITH ST

STRONGS PL

OAKWOOD CT

VE
NE
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 AV

CA
LIF
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 AV

WADE ST

HILL C
T

OAKWOOD AV
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VICTORIA AV

GRAND CANAL WK

6TH ST

INDIANA AV

5TH ST

OCEAN PARK BLVD

SU
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WINDWARD AV
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PARK PL
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A C
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 CT

BREEZE AV
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MEIER ST

MAIN ST
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D C
T
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 PL

MARKET ST
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VERNON CT
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SHERMAN AV

MAY ST

BEACH AV

EASTWIND ST

ALLA RD

REDWOOD AV

PIER AV

MARINE ST

5TH CT

OAKWOOD AV

6TH ST

EASTERN CANAL WK

GLENCOE AV

5TH ST

MOORE ST

S VENICE BLVD

GLYNDON AV

WALNUT AV

SHERMAN CANAL WK

SHELL AV

SUNSET CT

LUCILLE AV

ROSE CT

HOWLAND CANAL WK
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PACIFIC AV

PA
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K
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WAVE CREST AV
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VALENCIA CT

SUNSET AV

PROSPECT AV
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VIRGINIA CT
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APPLETON WY

BROOKS CT

HILL ST
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28TH AV

GLENCOE AV

GRAND CANAL WK

LOUELLA AV

WASATCH AV

GREENWOOD AV

4TH CT

RIVIERA AV

SU
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MILDRED AV

ELECTRIC CT

FRANCES AV

REDWOOD AV

VE
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 CT

GRAND VIEW AV
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WALNUT CT

PALMS BLVD

MITCHELL AV

WALNUT AV
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BOISE AV

WAVE CREST AV

BROOKS AV

MAPLEWOOD AV

BEACH AV
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PENMAR AV

MOORE ST

MEIER ST
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